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Introduction 
On March 3, 1926, the poet James Merrill was born, the son of Charles E. Merrill, 
one of the founders of the brokerage firm Merrill Lynch and Co., and his second wife, 
Hellen Ingram. He was raised in Manhattan and Southampton, Long Island and in Palm 
Beach, Florida in a life of the utmost privilege. In 1939 his parents divorced. This rift 
formed a defining feature in the fabric of his childhood and a tear that lasted throughout 
the rest of his life. Something of an outsider from the very beginning, Merrill embraced 
homosexuality by the time he was in college. His partner of many years eventually 
became the writer and painter, David Jackson. Merrill engaged in this alternative 
lifestyle despite his family ' s protests, forming a rift between himself and the 
dysfunctional unit that had initiated his inner strife. 
Merrill's generally removed stance in life, his existing a few degrees away from 
firsthand experience, is likely what prompted his friend Alison Lurie to make the rather 
poignant observation: "I saw Jimmy as a kind of Mmtian: supernaturally brilliant, 
detached, quizzical, apart" (Lurie 9). Entertaining the notion of Merrill as being an 
extraten·estrial, one becomes apt to make some eerie observations. The fact of his being 
a world traveler, taking several trips around the world at different times in his life, 
appears in this strange light as his touring the planet with the alienated curiosity of an 
outsider, perhaps trying to glean some sense of home from the varied landscapes. David 
Kalstone, a friend of the poet's, observed, "He is less interested in what the traveler sees 
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and more in his distanced way of seeing things. Japan, India, Holland, Greece: the 
journey only confirms in him ... feelings of exile and strangeness ... " (Five Temperaments 
84). Merrill could not seem to find the concept of home reflected back at him through 
any of his surroundings; only within his poetry itself did he find a place to live. 
Ironically, his home became the very form he manifested out of the gap that stood 
between him and everything else. In giving form to this gap, Merrill was attempting to 
bridge it. The importance of the evocative power of landscapes to the poet's work 
reflects the fact that through his work Merrill was trying enact an understanding of this 
world and to make it his home. His writing of poetry served as his manner of building a 
place where he might reside within the world. Poetry served as his human guise-in 
writing he formed a "self' from which he could assimilate with and experience the world. 
"'I can't imagine my own life without poetry,"' he once said," 'It created me"' (Yenser 
87). 
But the question begs to be asked, if not of this world, then what world is Merrill 
of? Here one might return to Lurie's observation of her friend's curious existence in a 
world where he just didn't seem to belong: "He never became an ordinary person," she 
says, "but his instinctive scorn of fools, once only half-concealed by good manners, 
relaxed and gave way to a detached, affectionate amusement, such as a highly civilized 
visitor from another planet might feel. Perhaps this is why he eventually seemed so much 
at home with the otherworldly beings he and David Jackson contacted through the Ouija 
board" (Lurie 7). The latter part of Lurie's statement regarding Merrill's kinship with the 
"otherworldly beings" of the Ouija board brings her observation of his alien nature to its 
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inevitable conclusion-that the poet's estrangement in life, his involvement with some 
"otherness," was in fact his involvement with the world of death, the only "other" 
alternative to life. Despite his obvious presence, it would nevertheless appear that there 
was constantly some other force tugging at the poet, preventing him from truly 
belonging. However, it would also appear that Merrill, like an alien who falls in love 
with the planet he is visiting, acquired the desire to stay, to make the guise work. The 
"detached, affectionate amusement" observed by Lurie testifies to this, as Merrill's 
passion for poetry testifies to his devotion to creating a home for himself in this world 
and to his eventually coming to call this world his home. 
Herein lies the tension that pervades Merrill's work and his life-that he is 
forever trying to affirm life by housing himself in poetry's form even as some dark reality 
lurks like a constant shadow at his doorstep. One could argue that even as Merrill goes 
about his work as an affirmation, that this very work somehow lends itself to a 
connection with death. This tension is present from the very beginning, so that one might 
constantly pose the question, is James Merrill's poetry really an affirmation of life, or is it 
a connection with death-or are the two somehow one and the same? 
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Part One: Making a Home 
Interior spaces, the shape and correlation of rooms in a house, have always appealed to me. Trying 
for a blank mind, I catch myself instead revisiting a childhood bedroom on Long Island. Recently, 
on giving up the house in Greece where I'd lived for much of the previous fifteen years, it wasn't 
so much the fine view it commanded or the human comedies it had witnessed that I felt deprived 
of; rather, I missed the hairpin turn of the staircase underfoot, the height of our kitchen ceiling, the 
low door ducked through in order to enter a rooftop laundry room that had become my study. This 
fondness for given arrangements might explain how instinctively I took to quatrains, to octaves 
and sestets, when I began to write poems . .. 
(Merrill, Recitative 3) 
These words, written by Merrill, impart a defining feature of his mentality that fed 
directly into his work. When asking what the poet's work meant to him, one might 
consider the idea that poems may be thought of as emblems of the mind that creates 
them, aspects of that mind reassembled in the world through words. Merrill's comment 
provides a look at the manner by which his brain worked, how the layout of his inner 
psychic spaces mirrored the layout of the physical spaces with which his body interacted. 
This relationship lays the groundwork for a dimensional schema from which to view this 
poet and his work. 
Merrill's physical surroundings play a significant role in his poetry. Regarding 
"Snapshot of Adam," a sonnet, the poet once spoke of the formally embedded change of 
mood which occurs at the poem's turning point: "Rather than plan ahead as the eighth 
line approaches, I'm apt to recall a moment at the Kabuki in Tokyo decades ago. A long 
ramp (the hamamichi or "flower way") cuts through the public to join the stage at right 
angles. This transitional point challenges the actor who crosses it" (Recitative 13). In 
this instance as in others, Merrill looked to the physical nature of his surroundings to help 
him develop the form of his poem. The poet's engaging in this manner of poetic 
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construction reinforces the notion of his poetic disposition as one which bespoke of a 
particular sensitivity to setting. In one interview, he stated, "I look more into the 
setting-a room, the objects in it. I think that objects are very subtle reflectors. When 
you are in an emotional state, whatever your eye lights on takes on something of the 
quality of a state of mind" (Recitative 44). "You hardly ever need to state your feelings," 
he said. "The point is to feel and keep the eyes open. Then what you feel is expressed, is 
mimed back at you by the scene. A room, a landscape. I'd go a step further. We don't 
know what we feel until we see it distanced by this kind of translation" (Recitative 22). 
Similarly, he once made the remark, "New landscapes express new ideas I have in their 
presence" (Recitative x). Taking this notion a step further, one sees that the evocative 
power of a setting derives from the poet's own ability to invoke his emotions from his 
surroundings. The process of translation by which the poet discovered his feelings in the 
setting was the process of writing poetry. Through poetry he saw his own life reflected in 
the world around him. Poetry became the form from which he experienced his life. It 
was his home. 
"Form's what affirms:" the poet's mantra ("The Thousand and Second Night"). 
This motivation lies at the essence of his work. But why should Merrill feel so 
compelled to make such an affirmation? The fact that he requires a process of translation 
to contact his own feelings indicates an instance of fragmentation within his own psychic 
spaces-a disconnection between feeling and experience. The translation embodied in 
his poetry serves as a necessary linking mechanism that enables the poet to bridge this 
gap and to connect with the experience of his life. It becomes that through which he 
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roots himself to life, through which he manifests a form he might identify as himself, 
through which he might assume his own definition. 
Merrill wrote "The Broken Home" near the middle of his career. It is found in 
Nights and Days (1966), his fourth volume. Delving largely into a biographical aspect, 
as most of his work does, "The Broken Home" connects deeply with the tear in his family 
life. The poem serves as an integral part of the backbone of Merrill's oeuvre, providing a 
complex enactment of his state of fragmentation that began early on in his life, if not at 
the moment of his birth, at which point he became a contender with oblivion; a person 
split into night and day; a poet. 
The Broken Home 
Crossing the street, 
I saw the parents and the child 
At their window, gleaming like fruit 
With evening's mild gold leaf. 
In a room on the floor below, 
Sunless, cooler-a brimming 
Saucer of wax, marbly and dim-
1 have lit what's left of my life. 
I have thrown out yesterday's milk 
And opened a book of maxims. 
The flame quickens. The word stirs. 
Tell me, tongue of fire, 
That you and I are as real 
At least as the people upstairs. 
My father, who had flown in World War I, 
Might have continued to invest his life 
In cloud banks well above Wall Street and wife. 
But the race was run below, and the point was to win. 
Too late now, I make out in his blue gaze 
(Through the smoked glass of being thirty-six) 
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The soul eclipsed by twin black pupils, sex 
And business; time was money in those days. 
Each thirteenth year he married. When he died 
There were already several chilled wives 
In sable orbit-rings, cars, permanent waves. 
We'd felt him warming up for a green bride. 
He could afford it. He was "in his prime" 
At three score ten. But money was not time. 
When my parents were younger this was a popular act: 
A veiled woman would leap from an electric, wine-dark car 
To the steps of no matter what-the Senate or the Ritz Bar-
And bodily, at newsreel speed, attack 
No matter whom-AI Srrilth or Jose Maria Sert 
Or Clemenceau-veins standing out on her throat 
As she yelled War mongerer! Pig! Give us the vote!, 
And would have to be hauled away in her hobble skirt. 
What had the man done? Oh, made history. 
Her business (he had implied) was giving birth, 
Tending the house, mending the socks. 
Always that same old story-
Father Time and Mother Earth, 
A marriage on the rocks. 
One afternoon, red, satyr-thighed 
Michael, the Irish setter, head 
Passionately lowered, led 
The child I was to a shut door. Inside, 
Blinds beat sun from the bed. 
The green-gold room throbbed like a bruise. 
Under a sheet, clad in taboos 
Lay whom we sought, her hair undone, outspread, 
And of a blackness found, if ever now, in old 
Engravings where the acid bit. 
I must have needed to touch it 
Or the whiteness-was she dead? 
Her eyes flew open, startled strange and cold. 
The dog slumped to the floor. She reached for me. I fled . 
Tonight they have stepped out onto the gravel. 
The party is over. It's the fall 
Of 1931. They love each other still. 
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She: Charlie, I can't stand the pace. 
He: Come on, honey-why, you' ll bury us all! 
A lead soldier guards my windowsill: 
Khaki rifle, uniform, and face . 
Something in me grows heavy, silvery, pliable. 
How intensely people used to feel! 
Like metal poured at the close of a proletarian novel, 
Refined and glowing from the crucible, 
I see those two hearts, I'm afraid, 
Still . Cool here in the graveyard of good and evil , 
They are even so to be honored and obeyed . 
. . . Obeyed, at least, inversely. Thus 
I rarely buy a newspaper, or vote. 
To do so, I have learned, is to invite 
The tread of a stone guest within my house. 
Shooting this rusted bolt, though, against him, 
I trust I am no less time's child than some 
Who on the heath impersonate Poor Tom 
Or on the barricades risk life and limb. 
Nor do I try to keep a garden, only 
An avocado in a glass of water-
Roots pallid, gemmed with air. And later, 
When the small gilt leaves have grown 
Fleshly and green, I Jet them die, yes, yes, 
And start another. I am earth's no less. 
A child, a red dog roam the corridors, 
Still, of the broken home. No sound. The brilliant 
Rag runners halt before wide-open doors. 
My old room! Its wallpaper--cream, medallioned 
With pink and brown-brings back the first nightmares, 
Long summer colds, and Emma, sepia-faced, 
Perspiring over broth carried upstairs 
Aswim with golden fats I could not taste. 
The real house became a boarding school. 
Under the ballroom ceiling's allegory 
Someone at last may actually be allowed 
To learn something; or, from my window, cool 
With the unstiflement of the entire story, 
Watch a red setter stretch and sink in cloud. 
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The poem consists of a series of seven sonnets. In the opening stanza, the speaker 
portrays himself crossing the street from an image of what appears to be "normal" family 
life. The idealness, even glorification, of this image demonstrates his position outside of 
it; his crossing the street symbolizes his acknowledgement, even acceptance of this 
distance. Accordingly, he then sets himself "In a room on the floor below," where he is 
away from the sun's light and from the glare of daily life. Here he is "cooler," yet 
appears to receive light from his own source, a flame that he has lit: "I have lit what's 
left of my life," he says. He has also "thrown out yesterday' s milk I And opened a book 
of maxims." The speaker's impulse appears to be toward a new beginning, perhaps in 
which, having crossed the street, he has given up hoping for that which he cannot have, 
that is, a functional home life, and he is now ready if not forced to embrace the fact of his 
difference. Only his opening of a "book of maxims" seems to contradict the idea of a 
new and personalized beginning, and to indicate rather a step toward old truths. 
Nevertheless, this action excites the speaker and energizes his manifested source of light: 
"The flame quickens. The word stirs." One gets a hint at his newfound sense of agency 
as having to do with his intention to gather new meaning from old accepted truths by 
viewing these truths under light of his flame. The segment ends on his imploring the 
flame, his "tongue of fire," to tell him that both he and it-which he refers to as "you"-
"are as real I At least as the people upstairs." If the flame can be construed to be the 
poet's craft, one hears his plea that with it he might somehow succeed in validating 
himself, in establishing his difference to a point of equal value, of equal reality, with the 
rest of the world. 
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Indeed "the people upstairs" would appear to refer to the whole rest of the world, 
or at least all those belonging to that idealized image from which the poet himself feels so 
disconnected. The first of such images whom he sets out to assert himself towards is that 
of his father. Casting his father's image under the new light of his flame, he is able to see 
through to the details of its assemblage. From there he is able to dismantle this image 
systematically. In the first line of the second sonnet he introduces his father as a man 
"who had flown in World War I." The poet's introduction of his father by way of this 
fact lends to his subtle accusation of the society in which his father lived as being one 
that hung vainly on such features for being signifiers of an identity. He proceeds to 
dismantle the lofty image of his father by exposing the criteria that created it as mere 
pretense, namely, the conventions of a society based on superficial notions. He adorns 
the fact of his father's being an investment banker on Wall Street with the same 
superficiality he'd granted the title of his having flown in World War I, making it out to 
be a mere game in which, he sourly mimics, "the point was to win." In the second and 
third lines, his use of "Wall Street" terminology such as "invest" and "cloud banks" to 
describe his father's experience in World War I further develops the idea of these features 
as having come to act as mere pawns serving the image his father presented himself with. 
By spinning puns on all the catch phrases of the era, those that defined his father's 
success, the poet turns them upside-down and exclaims the emptiness behind their 
supposed meanings. Proceeding to ravage the mantra of his father's profession, "time is 
money," the speaker flips this phrase around to the lamentable conclusion bound to life's 
reality that "money was not time." This inversion is framed around the description of his 
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father's fickle marriage patterns. The line "Each thirteenth year he married. When he 
died /" carries with it the potential resonance of "Each thirteenth year he married. Then 
he died." Such an allusion would equate to the speaker's sardonic depiction of these 
marriages: "There were already several chilled wives I In sable orbit.. .We'd felt him 
warming up for a green bride." The poet seems to deplore what he sees as a blatant lack 
of proper values in his father's life, a rather disgusting mix-up of priorities given such a 
short amount of time to live. Again, he attributes these poor manners of living to his 
father's failure to step outside of the system he was a part of in order to recognize its 
faults. His actions, the poet grimly suggests, hinged upon the encouragement of a society 
whose money-deluded values would indicate that, "He could afford it. He was 'in his 
prime' I At three score ten. But," the speaker wryly concludes, "money was not time." 
Such debasement of the mythical image of his father and of all "the people upstairs" 
becomes the poet's contending of his reality with theirs. It becomes evident that he is 
doing what he has set out in the first sonnet to do and he is using his poetic craft-that 
which is largely an inversion of common language, their language-to do so. His 
inversion of the conventions that the society lives upon reflects his crossing the street in 
the first sonnet, for indeed to make such commentary requires a removed vantage point. 
Beyond merely acknowledging his difference from societal norms, he is now asserting 
this difference, this distance, by making something out of it. His move to the room on the 
floor below has become at once an assertion of his own reality as it has irrevocably 
removed him from theirs, for he can no longer hope to be a part of something that he has 
dismantled. 
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The poet's portrayal of his father's treatment of women, and of the "chilled" state 
they were left in afterwards presents an idea that is carried into the following sonnet, 
which appears to deal entirely in the conflict between the sexes. The first line, "When 
my parents were young this was a popular act," is ended by a colon linking it to the 
following scene of a woman' s suffrage campaign. However, the fact of its having been 
immediately preceded by the surreal scene of his father and his slew of luxuriated wives 
implies its application to that scene as well, reinforcing the poet's stance that such 
scenarios were merely acts, in which the players did nothing more than assume the roles 
that society had suggested for them. The ridiculously melodramatic portrayal of the 
scene of a woman's suffrage campaign amplifies the notion of the poet's perceiving such 
scenes as mere acts, as does the cliched argument of the first half of this sonnet's sestet. 
His increasing air of ridicule seems to indicate the offense be has begun to take toward 
such assumptions of contrived roles occurring at the expense of genuine expressions of 
feeling . At the close of the sonnet, a tone of pity seems to arrive alongside that of 
ridicule. "Always that same old story," the speaker concludes, "Father Time and Mother 
Earth, I A marriage on the rocks." By invoking the mythical figures Father Time and 
Mother Earth, the poet invokes the timelessly irresolvable conflict between them, and 
hence his sense of pity for the mankind's inevitable predicament. At the same time, one 
cannot help but think that the poet continues to ridicule humanity for proceeding to 
maintain the roles laid out for it as though all were merely puppets. Either way, the 
overriding sentiment becomes the poet's own self-pity for his being so poignantly aware 
of this predicament. 
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In the fourth sonnet, the speaker recounts his taking part in a bold revolt against 
one of the most staunchly upheld areas of society's stifling convention. He admits this 
secretly under the pretense of the sonnet's initial meaning. In one sense, the scene 
depicted is quite clearly that of the poet as a child following the family dog into his 
mother's bedroom to find her indisposed in bed. Hidden within this primary layer of 
narrative however, there lies an alternative message, one that is highly private and far 
more taboo. The line breaks in the first stanza cleverly indicate such an alternative 
suggestion. Although the adjectives "red, satyr-thighed," of the first line become 
understood by the second line to be modifying "Michael, the Irish setter," they 
momentarily appear in the first line as though to describe the "one afternoon," that they 
follow, giving off the fleeting impression of some erotic event to occur on that afternoon. 
In the second line, the break after "head" draws attention to this word, which in the third 
line is found "passionately lowered" and attached to the verb "led"- all of which 
indicate the masculine sexual drive. The decision to leave the word "inside" on the end 
of the fourth line lets it modify the "shut door" of the preceding sentence and becomes an 
allusion to the suggestion of incest within the passage. According to Vernon Shetley, the 
story told by the poet's use of puns in this section makes an allusion to Freud's Oedipal 
complex, in which the speaker's sexual potency leads him to his mother's bedroom, 
where the door is symbolically shut against the incest taboo. Whereas the line "blinds 
beat sun from the bed" initially appears to indicate the room's darkness, Shetley marks its 
reference to the son's being forbidden from the mother's bed upon threat of 
castration/blindness (80). According with Freud's castration complex, which is closely 
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related to the Oedipal complex, this threat of emasculating bodily punishment represents 
the coming face to face of a young child harboring primitive sexual desires with the laws 
and conventions of society that would oppose these desires. The darkened room might 
also recall the first sonnet in which the speaker deliberately closes himself into a cool, 
sunless room away from the societal realm. The fact of his mother's bedroom being 
sunless implies the shutting out of this realm and its therefore being a place where 
tabooed events may occur. The description of "The green-gold room" that "throbbed 
like a bruise," holds the impression of the speaker's continuing to ache for the fulfillment 
of his desire. His need to touch the blackness of his mother's hair which he describes as 
" ... a blackness found, if ever now, in old I Engravings where the acid bit," indicates his 
urge toward the blackened realm of taboo. Either the blackness or, he says, "the 
whiteness-was she dead?" The inclination appears morbid in either direction, and one 
gets the sense of the poet's erotic excitement toward the abysmal nature of such subject 
matter, entirely antithetical to social convention. Before he can reach out to touch his 
taboo-clad mother, her eyes fly open, "startled strange and cold." At this, the dog, 
suggesting the speaker's erection, slumps to the floor and, according to Shetley, he 
becomes impotent, as this shrinking away symbolizes the poet's flight from heterosexual 
desire (80). The final image of the mother reaching for the child and his fleeing her, 
leaves a lasting impression of his having been orphaned by the end of this scene. Indeed, 
the poet's tum away from heterosexuality is akin to his becoming an orphan in the sense 
that his inability to procreate eliminates his parents' evolutionary need for him. Again, 
his distancing himself from the norms of family life, his closing himself out of them by 
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means of outright opposition, becomes his way of contending with and even surpassing 
them. Shetley explains that the homosexual poet's position among "the patriarchal 
values of generational continuity .. . suggesting that the apparent disadvantage of the gay 
male-his lack of progeny-is in fact an advantage because it enables his sympathy to 
extend beyond the narrow confines of the family circle" (82). The step toward 
homosexuality is at once representative and conducive of the poet's stance. 
"Tonight they have stepped out onto the gravel," begins the fifth sonnet. "The 
party is over. It's the fall," states the next line, followed with, "Of 1931. They love each 
other still." The second line of this stanza, ending with "it's the fall," gives the 
impression that the marriage is over, and yet the enjambed line carries on to clarify the 
word "fall" as referring to the season, and furthermore it is the fall of 1931, whereas 
Merrill's parents were not divorced until 1939. Hence, the speaker's sarcastic assurance 
that "they love each other still," implies that their superficial term of marriage has not yet 
expired. Rather, their stepping out onto the gravel implies the couple's taking to the 
sidelines of their marriage, moving momentarily out of the spotlight for a quizzical 
assessment regarding their faltering appearance. The scene seems allegorical and again 
one gets the increasingly pronounced impression of its being staged, or at least of the 
poet's viewing it so. The dialogue is concise and appears to be veering toward the 
archetypal. The conflict between "He" and "She," in which "She" "can't stand the pace" 
and "He" worries at her burying them all, reflects the aforementioned "marriage on the 
rocks" of Father Time and Mother Earth. The conflict persists with the feminine aspect's 
lament at having to maintain the rate of appearances demanded by the fleeting nature of 
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time, while the male figure reminds her of her inherent responsibility to maintain and to 
nurture. The conflict between the speaker's parents remains one that he is able to see but 
unable to feel. He watches the scene from his childhood window where a "lead soldier" 
symbolically guards the windowsill and something in him "grows heavy, silvery, 
pliable." "How intensely people used to feel!" he remarks, "Like metal poured at the 
close of a proletarian novel, I Refined and glowing from the crucible, I I see those two 
hearts, I'm afraid, I Still." This commentary refers again to the poet's assertion of his 
removed vantage point and his having severed any hopes of connecting with the 
supposed feelings behind "the people upstairs." The description, "refined and glowing 
from the crucible," animates the scene among the parents in the same sense of the family 
in the first sonnet's "glearning"-an attribute resulting from the poet's idealizing what he 
cannot, for lack of empathy, take part in. Yet, here the line simultaneously serves the 
purpose of describing the speaker as glowing from the newfound flame of his own 
interior, in the light of which the image of his parents has been rendered flat and still. 
"Cool here in the graveyard of good and evil," he has dismantled all motivation and has 
lost the ability to feel and to act within this sphere of his family. He closes the segment 
with the ironic admission, referring to his parents that, "they are even so to be honored 
and obeyed." He mockingly acknowledges his existing among the expectations of a 
society that would have him act in such a way that his own dismembered feelings would 
not allow. He makes evident his desperation at having to contend with such absurdity. 
This contradiction in which he finds himself leads the speaker to the solution 
presented at opening of the sixth sonnet in which he continues his thought with the 
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remark, " ... Obeyed, at least, inversely." His momentary desperation and the solution that 
follows become what is now a reassured enactment of his intentions from the beginning 
of the poem, where he thought to separate himself from "the people upstairs" as a means 
of surviving among them, to remedy his coolness by admitting it and then lighting his 
own fire. "Thus I I rarely buy a newspaper, or vote. I To do so, I have learned, is to invite 
I The tread of a stone guest within my house"-the remainder of the word "thus" on the 
end of the line seems an emphatic announcement of his now established method of living. 
To buy a newspaper or to vote would be adversely to take part in such a way of life as has 
become wholly unreal to him, would be as gross and ill-fated as Mozart's Don Giovanni 
inviting the man he's slain and who would drag him down to hell as a "stone guest" into 
his home. Only by having embraced the fact of his being an alien to society, has the poet 
reached his sought after conviction of his being "no less time's child than some"-than of 
"the people upstairs." Asserting his difference from the rest of the conventional world 
becomes the poet's source of power, his ability to view the world from his own enclosed 
aspect where he may transform it from its appearance to its true likeness. But this 
knowledge that locks him outside of the world prevents him from cultivating within it, at 
least in the sense that the others do. He does not then, attempt to "keep a garden," as they 
do, but provides rather, "An avocado in a glass of water- I Roots pallid, gemmed with 
air." Here the poet presents an image of his own marred potency-his being severed 
from his roots and his inability to procreate. But he has achieved an air of triumph at this 
prospect; he seems to have risen above it. For where he had at the beginning of the poem 
described the family he saw as "gleaming like fruit I With evening's mild gold leaf," he 
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now proclaims his intention to go beyond such glimmering appearances, even if the result 
renders them lifeless: "When the small gilt leaves have grown I Fleshly and green, I let 
them die, yes, yes, I And start another. I am earth's no less." 
In the final sonnet of the poem, the poet returns to himself as a child with his "red 
dog" roaming "the corridors, I Still, of the broken home." Whereas once the setter had 
lead him to a "shut door," now "The brilliant I Rag runners halt before wide-open doors ." 
Rooms that were once closed off to him now stand wide open. That the carpets 
emphatically "halt" before the doors indicates that these are rooms not "normally" 
entered, at least not conventionally, and it is the poet's active stance against convention, 
which the poem has largely come to establish, that has granted him entrance to them. But 
what exactly are these rooms meant to be? Earlier, that which was supposedly his 
mother's room became, upon that very supposition, an enactment of his shunning the 
norm with his step toward homosexuality. Here, he exclaims "My old room!" as though 
it too had been off limits to him. If the rooms are symbolic indicators of his mindset, 
then his "old room," which "brings back the first nightmares" and the "long summer 
colds," can be understood as his feeling of alienation and detachment before he came to 
his current manner of embracing these feelings, before he became a poet. 
The line that reads, "The real house became a boarding school," embodies the 
poem's spine, bringing all of its layers into alignment. It indicates the complex 
relationship between the relatively physical broken home of the poet's past and the 
metaphysically broken home of his psyche. In its entirety the poem entails a primary 
layer of narrative through which is conceived another story of an altogether higher realm 
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of significance. The complexity of the poem is such that the two stories do not merely 
run parallel but actually hinge on each other. Merrill refers to such a manner of working 
with regard to the work of an admired contemporary of his, the Italian poet Montale: "To 
me he' s the twentieth-century nature poet. Any word can lead you from the kitchen-
garden into really inhuman depths," wherein, "The two natures were always one, but it 
takes an extraordinary poet to make us feel that, feel it in our spines" (Kalstone, Five 
Temperaments 81). Likewise, in "The Broken Home," the poet leads from the "kitchen-
garden" of his broken family life to the "inhuman depths" of his fragmented psyche. The 
trigger that he uses to enact this launch from the "real" story of his past into the 
metaphysical nature of his mind is his introduction of the archetypal characters "Father 
Time and Mother Earth, I a marriage on the rocks." Introduced as a complement to his 
parent's conflicted relationship, the comparison at once sets off the profound analogous 
powers at work within the poem. As the offspring of his parents, the poet immediately 
becomes analogously linked to the offspring of these archetypal figures. In the "kitchen-
garden" he remains a child stuck in the middle of his parent's failed marriage; he remains 
an outcast from those with "normal" family lives because of the painful awareness of 
conflicting forces that his parent's ordeal had awoken in him. In the "inhuman depths," 
he is the misbegotten child of Father Time and Mother Earth, poignantly in tune with the 
inherently conflicted universal forces that these figures represent. The speaker's feeling 
of estrangement from the rest of the world results from his stifling awareness of the 
conflict inherent to the human condition, a condition of being bound to the laws of time 
and change as well as to a tendency to reject these laws. The fragmentation of poet's 
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psyche prevents him from experiencing an illusion of harmony between these forces. 
The cause for this inability inevitably traces back to his childhood and to the conflict to 
which he was exposed between his parents. In making this connection, Merrill earns the 
right to classify himself as an "extraordinary poet," such as he had considered Montale, 
for he successfully demonstrates that "the two natures were always one." 
The poet's ability to make such a connection between his own personal 
experience and a universal experience demonstrates his ability at using his work to bridge 
the gap that exists in his fragmented mind. The scheme of translation that he employs in 
"The Broken Home" is essentially the same as that which was mentioned earlier, when he 
described his reliance on setting to express his own feelings back to him. Only the scope 
of this work goes above and beyond that initial scheme. The "setting" in this piece is 
more than just a place; it is his personal past. What he finds expressed back to him, more 
than just his feelings, is his own temperament. That he is able to discern the nature ofhis 
fragmented psyche within the confines of his past goes hand in hand with the fact that the 
trigger for this fragmentation lies embedded in his past. Merrill's manner of using setting 
as a means of discovery within his work allows one to see how rendering his past into a 
type of setting was essential to his connecting with a meaningful experience of it-
considering that his use of setting within a process of translation stemmed from its being 
essentially a degree removed from him, one sees how he sought to achieve such a 
necessary distance from his past. This development of "setting" reflects the poet's 
greater understanding of its role in his work. By creating such a profound separation 
between himself and his past-by rendering it into that which he can move in and out of 
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and explore as through the eyes of a visitor-he transforms his past into an agent of 
higher meaning from whose mundane events he can extract transcendent truths. He 
enacts this transformation in the poem through a striking reversal of metaphorical 
components in which "the real house became a boarding school," entering the realm of 
his past only so that it might serve as a point of departure for the achievement of a higher 
truths. Shetley refers to this as "Merrill's symbolist mode, in which poems are 
constructed around the armature of a metaphor so far extended as to become, in a sense, 
the 'reality' the poem attempts to represent" (70). As the poet carefully reverses the 
poem's "reality" from its concrete subject matter to its metaphorical implications, he 
emblemizes his past and thereby disengages from its superficial "reality" by discovering 
a deeper reality within. Upon moving out of this "broken home," he moves into a new 
home of his own: "The poet seems here to achieve some distance from his feelings by 
concretizing them in this image, then separating that image from an image of the 'real' 
house" (81). "Under the ballroom ceiling's allegory I Someone at last may actually be 
allowed I To learn something"-by using his past as such an instrument of "higher 
learning" the poet alters its presence in his life from being a plague of bad memories to a 
pedestal for his own elevation. Shetley explains the use of metaphor that enables Merrill 
to produce this reverse effect: "Ordinarily, the modified object in a metaphor holds a 
kind of ontological priority over the modifying vehicle ... Merrill ' s metaphors frequently 
reverse this priority, a reversal that corresponds to the elevation, in his poetry, of 
aesthetic constructs over observed facts ... " (69). What Shetley refers to as the elevation 
achieved in Merrill's poetry, a realm of his own "aesthetic constructs," may be equally 
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considered as the home that the poet builds for himself. This home stands upon the 
foundation of his past, a solidified entity that no longer lives within him, but exists 
outside of him. Disheartened with his individual experience, he alters this experience 
into a timeless emblem that transcends its individual qualities. Though hardly connected 
with the mundane, lively world, the poet nevertheless resides in a warm place within his 
well-constructed walls; where "form's what affirms"; he resides there alone. 
Naturally, the poet was not always capable of working in so intricate a way as he 
does in "The Broken Home." Kalstone points out that "it took Merrill time to discover 
the vocabulary and gestures which would coax out the inner meaning of his experience" 
(Five Temperaments 83). Of Merrill's early poems Anthony Hecht wrote that they" 
'were beautifully executed but somewhat frail,"' (Kalstone, "Merrill" 6) and similarly 
Dennis Sampson indicated " 'someone thoroughly committed to his craft and yet 
maddeningly unable to render experience ... afflicted with grandiose gestures and an 
achingly shallow interpretation of life"' (15-16). It would appear that Merrill, in his early 
days, had not yet achieved so intimate a relationship with his craft that he could unlock 
its potential to release the deeper meanings he sought in his surroundings. Referring to 
Merrill's early work, his first two volumes First Poems (1951) and The Country of a 
Thousand Years Peace (1959), Kalstone observes that these books stand apart from the 
rest in that they "are books in which Merrill is continually interrogating presences as if 
they were on the edge of eternity" (Five Temperaments 83). Kalstone identifies a lonely 
and childish speaker in these works "attempting to decipher elusive natural emblems: a 
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shell, periwinkles, a peacock," in poems that "address themselves, frustrated and 
transfixed, to scenes on the brink of transformation ... " (83). Kalstone's observation 
indicates the poet's impulse to elevate the ordinary beyond its original appearance, yet his 
consistently falling short of achieving what he was after. 
"The House," an early poem of Merrill's that concludes his first volume, First 
Poems, serves as a measure of comparison to "The Broken Home." Whereas the latter 
deals with the theme of a home, the former deals more starkly with the structure in which 
a home would be contained. In "The House" the poet explores the notion of his poems as 
structures, wandering in and out of instances in which the house contains, withholds, and 
protects. With a stream of thought that moves right from the title and into the first line, 
the poem proceeds swiftly from start to finish with no syntactical breaks, in what 
Kalstone refers to as a "confusing fluency" in which "the poem dissolves ordinary 
boundaries between interior and exterior landscapes, the idea of 'house' rendered 
completely metaphorical, like an astrological house" (Five Temperaments 89). The 
flimsy structure of the piece, indicated in its wishy-washy syntax, reflects the flimsiness 
of its subject matter-a "house" having strictly metaphorical, and no actual, properties. 
This contrasts with the subject matter of "The Broken Home," which was an entirely real 
home, its "realness" having to do with the fact that the poet's own personal involvement 
and emotional investment in the subject. This involvement enabled him to penetrate the 
subject deeply and to gain access to a realm of significance where the experience of the 
individual was eclipsed. The poet's ability to be of two inextricably tied minds, in which 
the deeply involved provided the necessary ardor to launch the other to transcendent 
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heights-the dysfunctional home of his past provided the framework for the dysfunction 
of his own fractured psyche-was essential to the strength of "The Broken Home." 
Contrastingly, in "The House," his attempt to make a metaphor out of what is already an 
abstract concept keeps the poem floating in a surreal, airy sort of state where it is unable 
to form more than a figment of the meaning that he seeks. 
The House 
Whose west walls take the sunset like a blow 
Will have turned the other cheek by morning, though 
The long night falls between, as wise men know: 
Wherein the wind, that daily we forgot, 
Comes mixed with rain and, while we seek it not, 
Appears against our faces to have sought 
The contours of a listener in night air, 
His profile bent as from pale windows where 
Soberly once he learned what houses were. 
Those darkening reaches, crimsoned with a dust 
No longer earth's, but of the vanishing West, 
Can stir a planet nearly dispossessed, 
And quicken interest in the avid vein 
That dyes a man 's heart ruddier far than stain 
Of day does finial, cornice and windowpane: 
So that whoever strolls on his launched lawn 
At dusk, the hour of recompense, alone, 
May stumbling on a sunken boundary stone 
The loss of deed and structure apprehend. 
And we who homeless toward such houses wend 
May find we have dwelt elsewhere. Scholar and friend, 
After the twelve bright houses that each day 
Presume to flatter what we most display, 
Night is a cold house, a narrow doorway. 
This door to no key opens, those to brass. 
Behind it, warning of a deep excess, 
The winds are. I have entered, nevertheless, 
And seen the wet-faced sleepers the winds take 
To heart; have felt their dreadful profits break 
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Beyond my seeing: at a glance they wake. 
The "confusing fluency" observed by Kalstone begins in the first few stanzas as 
the poet wanders thematically between the concepts of day and night while 
grammatically intermingling the subject and object of his images. In the second stanza, 
the speaker refers to himself, introducing the pronoun "we," which in tum becomes the 
subject that seeks not the rain and wind, and which, in light of its plurality, at once relates 
his exploration to one of mankind in general. In the third line a reversal of subject and 
object occurs in which it is "the wind" that "appears against our faces to have sought II 
The contours of a listener in night air I His profile bent as from pale windows where I 
Soberly once he learned what houses were." Inasmuch as the personified wind appears to 
be learning the nature of a house as a stmcture that withstands its force, it is the poet 
himself, as the presence that personifies the wind, who is learning the protective nature of 
houses against the harsh outside elements. In the fourth stanza, the "night," which the 
second and third stanzas have indicated as a time in which the harshness of the winds 
becomes apparent, is described as being "crimsoned with a dust I No longer earth's, but 
of the vanishing West." This description eerily relates night to the concept of death. This 
concept comes across largely by way of contrast, in which the night is ominously colored 
crimson with a dust that is "No longer earth's"-no longer of that place where life 
resides-"but of the vanishing West." The characterization of death as "the vanishing 
West" furthermore indicates its being an abstract idea constmcted upon the notion of 
opposites, occurring as life declines much as night draws near with the day's recession. 
The description of these darkening forces as having the ability to "stir a planet nearly 
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dispossessed" stirs interest in the word "planet." This word shifts the focal point from the 
inhabitants of the earth who are at the whim of the harsh night, to the planet itself that is 
"nearly dispossessed" by the sun's light. Yet the poet alters his focal point only so much 
as he extends the scope of his metaphor. In the fifth stanza he likens the "planet" to a 
man whom he in tum likens to a house. The subject in each of these degrees of 
representation faces the risk of death, or night, within a respective scope as the poet 
weaves among levels of metaphor. By exploring a variety of metaphorical landscapes, he 
may be seen to be exploring the potential abilities of his craft and gaining insight on the 
potential role that his poetry might play in his life. However, his explorations at this 
point are too abstract to convey much more than figments of the fate of his career. 
The theme of the poem deals in the notion of structures holding up against the 
force of death. A pivotal point in this exploration occurs in the fourth stanza as the poet 
equates the planet's near demise with its revival-the nearness to death being that which 
"quickens interest in the avid vein." The threat of death becomes more enlivening than 
life in and of itself; opposition again comes into play as life and death are seen as 
contingent on the existence of each other. In the poem's final two stanzas a drastic 
inversion takes place in which night becomes contained within a house, instead of the 
surrounding element on the outside. Metaphorically, it would appear that death is now 
considered as that which is contained within life. The speaker states, "This door to no 
key opens," for death is concealed, locked within life. Yet he somehow has the ability, 
and the audacity, to enter. Seeming to know the risk involved, he acknowledges the 
winds behind the door and the "warning of a deep excess." "I have entered 
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nevertheless," he flatly states, so flatly that one gets less an impression of his 
impetuousness than his sense of his own fate. The poem leaves off upon the vague yet 
lasting impression of the poet's having crossed a threshold, a threshold that he has made 
manifest by means of his own explorations and that he has not hesitated to cross. 
This early in his career, Merrill did not appear to be entirely aware of what he 
sought to accomplish with his work. Effectively, this early work often gave an 
impression of his attempt at hiding something. While some critics discern his attempt to 
conceal his own shallow insight, others perceive a personal struggle in which he 
attempted to hide something from himself, some dark interior of his own mind. Judith 
Moffett refers to Merrill's characteristic use of poetic decor as his creating a sort of 
"ornamental barrier" (Moffett 6), shielding himself from something he would rather not 
face. Moffett suggests that it was Merrill's temperament to prefer "to leave dark interiors 
alone" (2). Such a "dark interior" might well refer to that gap within his fragmented 
psyche to which he had yet to give form. Though his poetry instinctually sought to make 
this connection, that which would imbue his experiences with meaning, the gap itself was 
an unknown and threatening prospect. His position on the brink of such an infinite chasm 
reflects Kalstone' s observation in which he saw him "interrogating presences as if they 
were on the edge of eternity." Merrill's awareness of some unfathomable force arisen in 
his mind kept him to the task of ardently maintaining a thin mask of artifice that, Moffett 
explains, served to "pretend reassuringly that appearances are realities" (17). An 
inevitable dissatisfaction lay in his maintaining appearances that he could just not connect 
with, and therein lay the inherent desire to bridge the gap in his fragmented psyche. 
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Early in his career this instinct remained submerged in his subconscious, though evident 
in his drive to maintain his appearance in the form against the oblivious force just beyond 
it. Nevertheless, the fact that the poet's form ultimately represented his drive to traverse 
the chasm in his mind made it that which would inevitably bring him into contact with 
this very force-the formlessness that lie just beyond. 
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Part Two: Landscapes of Death 
I. 
The Country of a Thousand Years Peace 
Here they all come to die, 
Fluent therein as in a fourth tongue. 
But for a young man not yet of their race 
It was madness you should lie 
Blind in one eye, and fed 
By the blood of a scrubbed face; 
It was a madness to look down 
On the toy city where 
The glittering neutrality 
Of clock and chocolate and lake and cloud 
Made every morning somewhat 
Less than you could bear; 
And makes me cry aloud 
At the old masters of disease 
Who dangling high above you on a hair 
The sword that, never falling, kills 
Would coax you still back from that starry land 
Under the world, which no one sees 
Without a death, its finish and sharp weight 
Flashing his own hand. 
The title poem of Merrill's next volume, The Country of A Thousand Years 
Peace, follows "The House" in the collective body of work, and portrays the poet's initial 
undeniable contact with the world of death. Rather than an oblique, abstract 
acknowledgement of its presence, this piece confronts the reality of death head on, 
serving as a stark reaction to the untimely demise of Merrill's close college friend, Hans 
Lodeizen. Watching Hans succumb to leukemia at the age of twenty-six, Merrill was 
stirred by the horror of what he described as his "first deeply felt death," that he 
connected with "the spell of aimless living in Europe to which [he] was then committed 
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and to which all those picturesque and novel insights corresponded painfully enough" 
(Moffett 33). Hans' death marked a turning point in Merrill's life, a point in which "the 
glittering neutrality" of his surroundings suddenly became glaringly obvious, paired with 
the searing reality of his friend's loss. It is as though Hans' death infused Merrill's 
surroundings with some new bearing, the bearing of his absence. The dire inclination to 
fathom this absence seized him, facilitating his own projection into "that starry land 
under the world which no one sees without a death." 
"The Country of a Thousand Years Peace" portrays the excrutiation of pausing at 
a threshold between the extremes of life and death, where to remain for any longer than a 
passing moment becomes far too unnatural to bear. With striking concision, the poet 
manages to grasp the fleeting notion of death and to dwell on it momentarily, leaving a 
poignant impression in his wake. The poem moves swiftly, like an oscillating charge, 
through a progression of emphatic points of tension. The first of these moments occurs 
midway through the first stanza where, upon having eerily described the "country" where 
"they all come to die," the speaker passionately states his resentment toward the thought 
of such a place at a time when his friend was yet alive. "But," he counters, "for a young 
man not yet of their race," and continues, "It was madness you should lie// Blind in one 
eye, and fed I By the blood of a scrubbed face ... " The fourth line of the first stanza 
builds upon the third in its indication with the word "lie" of his friend's being sick or 
incapacitated, a fact' that was maddening to the speaker because it put his friend in the 
position of being so close to death yet still alive, though incapable of really living. His 
being "blind in one eye" both literally and figuratively indicates such a state, and the 
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line's ending in "fed" gives the awful idea of his friend as actually having been supported 
to remain in that state. The sixth line carries the speaker's anguish on to the absurdity of 
the blood that was being fed to his friend having been that "of a scrubbed face," that is, 
blood from a random donor who was living perfectly healthily somewhere, while his vital 
fluid held another man captive in a state of vital incapacitation. 
Such a predicament, he continues, made it "madness to look down I On the toy 
city where II The glittering neutrality I Of clock and chocolate and lake and cloud ... " 
These lines give the impression of the aspects of a city that one had known and lived 
among becoming "toy-like" at the prospect of being on the way out of this world and 
half-way on to the next. In the sense that being of one world cancels being of the other 
out, partial knowledge of one would have the effect of making the other less than real. 
Each world's wholeness in itself makes it necessarily indifferent to the other. The 
"glittering neutrality" of the "toy city" demonstrates the ability of the man who is aware 
of his own impending death to perceive this indifference. The awfulness of such an 
unnaturally divided existence lies at the poem's center. It is what, the speaker says 
toward his friend, "Made every morning somewhat I Less than you could bear," for it is 
this 'somewhatness,' as denoted by the line break, that is unbearable. The repetition of 
the word "and" between "clock and chocolate and lake and cloud" lends to the sense of 
rising despair, emphasizing the surrounding elements that had once made up the fabric of 
a life as becoming unreal, like toys piling up. The line break between lines eleven and 
twelve bolsters the overall statement by equipping each line with added dimension. 
Despite its enjambment, line eleven carries a poignant statement in and of itself. Because 
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of the enjambment, the reader is left to hang momentarily on the meaning conveyed in 
this fragment. Upon reaching the following line, the fragment becomes part of its larger 
context. The effect of the line break is that the overall meaning conveyed with the two 
lines is now enhanced in its containing the focal point indicated in the former. Line 
seven also employs an ambitious break after the word "down," in which it seems as 
though looking down might refer to looking down over the precipice of death. This 
thought serves as a primer that enables the full effect of the following line where looking 
down turns out to be looking "down I on the toy city." To see the city in such a way 
signifies a deathly vantage point; in this regard such a view is a view of death. 
By the fourth stanza, the speaker calls more tangible attention to his pain. His 
giving voice to it, "And makes me cry aloud," demonstrates his physical reaction. He 
further "voices" his pain by directing it toward a tangible source: "At the old masters of 
disease I Who dangling high above you on a hair I The sword that, never falling, kills ... " 
His pointed description of the doctors, "the old masters of disease," indicates the bitter 
sensitivity toward the situation that has awakened in him. His description of their 
"dangling high above . .. on a hair I The sword that, never falling, kills," portrays his 
outrage at the idea of medical advances being that which would hold his friend in such an 
unnatural state between life and death. His despair contains emanations of that endless 
conflict between Father Time and Mother Earth, in which the doctors attempt to defy, 
quite unnaturally, the body's inclination toward death. He shows his consideration of 
such a state as being a type of death in itself, an unnatural death that is far worse than a 
natural one. His anguish is not so much at the fact that his friend should die, but the fact 
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of there existing along with this fate an unnatural force that would oppose it-that 
"Would coax you still back from that starry land I Under the world, which no one sees I 
Without a death . .. " This segment is reminiscent of the aforementioned implications of 
line seven's "It was madness to look down;" the speaker now flatly articulates the 
pervading sentiment of the poem, that of its being unbearable, its being frankly absurd, to 
behold death while still in life. To be held at a junction between two worlds in which 
each exists solely upon supposition of the other, and thus at once upon the inability to 
truly conceive of the other, is to be held at a point of both philosophical and emotional 
nullification. The last two lines of the poem reiterate the main theme in light of their 
comparison of death to a sword, in particular the sword that, in line sixteen, "never 
falling, kills." The line indicates the "finish and sharp weight" of the sword as being a 
quality that results particularly from its state of being "Without a death"-the prospect of 
death being that much more awful than death itself. So it is that death's prospect attains 
the capability of "Flashing his own hand" -enacting a death in itself. 
In its final moment, the original demeanor of the poem enters a new realm of 
significance. As in "The Broken Home," the two-minded nature of the piece becomes 
apparent as the real subject becomes that which is an indispensable point of departure for 
the realized subject-the poet's ultimate intention. Iri reality, Hans' death occurred as a 
physical certainty. Furthermore, it was a physical certainty that had already occurred as 
this piece was written. The spiritual death that he describes as occurring to Hans in light 
of his impending death is really that which occurs to the poet in light of experiencing 
Hans' death. It is the poet's death then, occurring in the metaphysical realm that serves 
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as the ultimate subject matter of this piece. The story of Hans' death becomes the 
structure upon which he builds the less tangible truth of his own predicament, a 
predicament that was in fact triggered by the reality of this death. Just as in "The Broken 
Home," he makes it seems as if "the two natures were always one" as they remain 
irrevocably connected. 
The poet's enactment of a second nature regarding Hans' death serves as a form 
of protection by which he can transcend its harsh reality. He alleviates his pain by 
implementing design and discerning meaning where arbitrariness would be unbearable. 
Rachel Slaughter and Dolsy Smith elaborate on this occurrence: 
.. . Merrill's portrayal of Lodeizen as himself is not purely out of vanity, but attempts to redeem the 
loss. Because the possibility that such a death was in vain is too much to bear, Merrill denies the 
existence of vanity in his art. What Merrill wrote of Proust (paraphrasing Dandieu) in 1946 
applies equally to himself: "for, with Proust, it is when his use of metaphor asserts the absence of 
all but a personal reality that we sense most strongly the 'genuineness' of his experience." The 
metaphoric potential of Lodeizen's death overshadows its reality-it was not in vain. For Merrill, 
if Hans ' death was in vain, vanity becomes necessary. 
(Slaughter and Smith 1) 
The ability of the poet to release himself from the pain of Hans' death rides hand in hand 
with the ability of his design to "overshadow" its reality. He achieves this effect by 
blurring the distinction between the real and the symbolic. Elements of the real, such as 
Switzerland's political neutrality as well as its diminished "toy-like" appearance within 
the mountainside have been crafted with his hand, and yet serve his purpose only so 
much as they continue to serve their own. He manages to impose his symbolism 
seamlessly onto the real world, creating his own "reality" directly upon it. As in "The 
Broken Home," the poet replaces the real with its "metaphoric potential." In this case, 
the levels of representation are intertwined so closely that the mechanism of metaphor 
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becomes nearly transparent. It seems that the degree of transparency increases with 
urgency in which it is needed. In reaction to his friend's death, the poet explains "the 
inevitable verses took shape"; his metaphoric vision occurred with an immediacy that 
enabled his inspired reality to run nearly parallel to the actual event. This poem 
demonstrates how the urgency that arises with his instinct to protect himself in light of 
such a trauma lends to a highly effective form. The metaphoric transparency enables him 
to merge with the landscape of his subject matter and to let his own imagined reality 
become of it. 
This piece marks a significant breakthrough. In contrast to her earlier criticisms 
regarding a frail body of work afflicted by "grandiose gestures," Judith Moffett 
acknowledges "The Country of a Thousand Years Peace" as "a technical achievement of 
great sophistication, finer than anything [Merrill] would publish for years 
thereafter ... Nothing but the buffers of form without strictness are permitted to interfere 
between the emotion of poem and speaker and reader" (Moffett 34). Merrill himself was 
aware of this improvement. In describing the poem's formation, he stated, "As the 
inevitable verses took shape, strictness of form seemed at last beside the point. .. " 
(Moffett 33). The fact that such breakthrough in form occurred surrounding the event of 
a death in his life is highly significant. This event inspired the poet to create a piece 
dealing with a real occurrence, that is, one in which he was personally involved, rather 
than one with which he grappled abstractly. As in "The Broken Home," the poet's 
personal investment in the subject matter connected him with it so that he could penetrate 
it deeply and discern greater truths from it, if only to remove himself from the pain it 
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caused on a personal level. Shetley explains, "For Merrill, no revelation can be direct; all 
must be translated through the mechanism of metaphor. .. (97). As exemplified in 
Merrill's description of how the "inevitable verses took shape," this poem demonstrates 
how, in the advent of such emotional displacement, form rises to fill in the tearing seams; 
the poet's use of metaphor becomes a form of protection in which he elevates himself 
from the painful absurdity of the actual into a world of transcendent meaning. 
"The Country of a Thousand Years Peace" marks a breaking down of what 
Moffett had referred to as an "ornamental barrier"- Merrill's mask of artifice. The 
breach of this barrier can only signify an emission of the "deep excess," the darkness that 
lies knowingly just beneath. Indeed, this piece connects profoundly with death. Hans' 
death facilitates Merrill's first and irrevocable connection with this other world for, in the 
metaphorical action of the poem, he merges his own reality with that of Hans. 
Momentarily, the boundaries between his life and death become transparent, and he stares 
down the gaping black mouth of eternity. Hans' death marks the poet's first visceral 
foray into the world of death, his survival of which inevitably, "quickens interest in the 
avid vein," and gives way by sheer force of contrast to a deeper contact with the world of 
life. It becomes apparent that, for Merrill, a connection with life can only be that which 
is inherently intertwined with a connection with death. Herein lies the paradox of death 
as being that which breathes life into Merrill ' s houses of poetry; a connection with death 
becomes necessary for an affirmation of life. 
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II. 
Alison Lurie describes the poet's movements within the scope of his daily life: 
"At home he often cooked breakfast in a Japanese kimono and sandals. I remember 
especially some red straw and silk sandals and a gray-striped kimono with deep sleeves 
cuffed in black" (9) . Lurie also tells of how her friends David and Jimmy had installed a 
tiny elevator in their house: "It was lined with bamboo and silvered rice paper; its 
cushioned bench was covered with a blue-and-white Japanese print" (Lurie 28). 
Here and elsewhere one discovers evidence of another prevalent theme in 
Merrill ' s life and work, that of the Orient. Since Merrill's poems were like travelogues, 
and highly personal ones at that, one can assume a particular relevance to the poet's 
geographical fixations. Understanding the importance of setting in Merrill's work as 
reflecting his own inner landscapes, one sees that in his traveling the world, he is 
simultaneously exploring the varied landscapes of his own interior. "New landscapes 
express new ideas I have in their presence" (Recitative x), he once explained. 
Discovering the world, the poet discovers himself. Merrill first visited Japan in 1957 as 
part of an around-the-world trip with David Jackson. It was upon this first impression of 
the Eastern hemisphere that he was struck. 
Kyoto: At the Detached Palace 
Struck by the soft look 
Of stone in rain, wet lake, 
By the single evergreen 
Wavering deep therein 
Reluctantly I sense 
All that the garden wants 
To have occur. 
Part of me smiles, aware 
That the stone is smiling 
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Through its tears, while 
Touched by early frost 
Another part turns rust-
Red, brittle, soon 
To be ferried down 
Past where paths end 
And the unraked sand 
Long after fall of night 
Retains a twilight. 
This piece finds its place near the end of the first section of The Country of a 
Thousand Years Peace, and exemplifies the relatively rigid stmcture of the poet's early 
work. His being "stmck" implies a type of emotional freeze, somewhat reminiscent of 
the context of the piece within a volume dealing heavily in the death of his friend, Hans 
Lodeizen. The concept of death has Merrill in something of a state of shock, and it is in 
this state that he finds himself facing the "soft look" of Kyoto. The poem that results, 
with its short, enjambed lines containing all of two sentences, appears to capture a 
spontaneous eruption of feeling in a bout of unexpected creation. In its brevity the poem 
wavers among flashes of ecstasy-"Struck by the soft look I Of stone in rain, wet lake, I 
By the single evergreen I Wavering deep therein"-that give way to rumination-
"Reluctantly I sense I All that the garden wants I To have occur." In light of this 
rumination the poet is only able to return to a lesser degree of his original ecstasy: "Part 
of me smiles, aware I That the stone is smiling I Through its tears, while I Touched by 
early frost I Another part turns rust- I Red, brittle ... " This return to a pure experience of 
the visual imagery with which the poem began once again gives way to thoughtfulness as 
the poet mindfully projects himself into the future of the scene: " .. . soon I To be ferried 
down I Past where paths end I And the unraked sand I Long after fall of night I Retains a 
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twilight." This second pass of observation lapses into thoughtfulness just after its vision 
has touched on the rust of the frosted stone, a vision of death. The poet reflects his own 
feeling through his experience of the stone, part of which he senses "smiling I Through its 
tears," yet the other part of which is rusted, "Touched by early frost." Part of him finds 
some joy through his grief, and part of him is frozen by this confrontation with death. 
Following this vision, the poet attempts to imagine its aftermath "past where paths end," 
and one cannot help but be reminded of his projecting himself, after Hans' death, into 
"that starry land I under the world ... " His conclusion that this hypothetical realm of 
"unrak:ed sand I Long after fall of night I Retains a twilight," reflects the wretched 
position in which he found himself in "The Country of a Thousand Years Peace." His 
experience of the living presence of the garden becomes stunted as he imagines what will 
become of it. The projection of his mind beyond the present moment is that which 
nullifies it. 
The retaining of a "twilight" on which the poem concludes indicates the poet's 
partial awareness within the realm of death. It is a shadowy awareness that he cannot 
fully comprehend. The piece ends with a sense of restlessness that rides hand in hand 
with his inability to capture the experience truly. His inclination to contain the moment 
in the poem entails a pause of consideration upon how to craft the experience-in this 
pause, its meaning slips through his fingers. His ability to imagine the moment's death 
snatches it from him: "Reluctantly I sense I All that the garden wants I To have occur." 
This thought ends the first of the poem's two sentences, creating a poignant pause in the 
piece. The poet's lamentation stems from his stopping to consider a finite definition to an 
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ephemeral experience. Although his reluctance indicates that it is this very finality that 
he would not like to consider, the manner of his attempt to craft the experience 
demonstrates his being compelled to such a consideration. Although indicative of an 
ongoing future, the piece is nevertheless end-stopped, displaying the poet's need 
implement a sense closure. For this reason the poem comes off sounding unsure of itself. 
The slant rhymes binding the couplets carry an effect of uncertainty, of an oscillation 
between feeling and thought, reprieve and wretchedness. The poem results in sounding 
skeptical of itself though unaware of how it has gone wrong, as though the poet has failed 
to unlock in the experience the higher meaning that he craves. 
Considering his use of physical settings to reflect his state of mind, one sees the 
poet here feeling rather detached in Kyoto. The colon in the title reflects not merely that 
he is depicting a visit to a palace in the city, but that he is in fact equating the city, or 
more so his presence in the city, to a "detached palace." Kyoto is a place that stands 
quite outside of his schema. For the Westerner, the Orient represents the opposite end of 
experience, full of utterly foreign concepts that approach the limits of the unknown. In 
his essay on "Orientalism and Eroticism in Byron and Merrill," D.L. Macdonald reflects 
on the literary concept of alienation in the East. " 'I don't feel like a foreigner, the way I 
do in Baghdad or New York. I feel like an ape, a martian, an other," he says, quoting 
Kristeva (61). To be a Westerner in the Orient is something akin to being an alien from 
another planet, to be simply an "other." According then with the nature of Westerners to 
feel this strangeness in the Orient, it follows that perhaps Merrill is able to find in the 
East a landscape in harmony with his own "extra-terrestrial" temperament. His visit to 
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Kyoto reflects a time in his life when he is entering uncharted territories of his own 
psyche. He has yet to connect with the Eastern hemisphere of his mind, an area that 
encompasses the prospect of death and that has everything to do with the mystery 
underlying his experience in Kyoto. However aware of it the poet may be, this poem 
deals blatantly in death, yet does not come fully to terms with it. At this point, he is 
frozen in the face of death. A connection with the Eastern arenas of his psyche could 
facilitate an understanding of death that would melt this freeze, would allow him to 
experience death without its immobilizing him. 
Macdonald cites the Orient as being for writers such as Merrill, a "locus of 
desire ... 'a form of release"' (Macdonald 62). Macdonald explains that the desire 
inherent in the East results from a type of sexual frustration arisen out of the very 
alienation that Westerners feel there. Whereas Hans' death has thrown the poet into a 
halting crossroads between the worlds of life and death, perhaps it is in the East where he 
feels the stirrings of a solution. In "Kyoto: At the Detached Palace" he experiences hints 
of a purgation: "Part of me smiles," he says, as though beginning to defrost. But what is 
it about this landscape that causes for this return to sensation? Merrill's own reflections 
on his experience in Japan shed some light on his fascination: 
'We dashed to a temple, Kiyomizu, to get the cobwebs out of our ears: fine view off high 
wooden terrace into a mossy valley, rock, fern , maple (all the trees have such small leaves, it 
seems, like Altdorfer forests), the tints just beginning, water plashing, and the whole scene so 
littered with wet paper and cardboard that D. first took it for tastefully arranged stonework. 
Gradually I come to understand what is meant by natural beauties: this country breeds the eye 
down to small scenes, landscapes made out of food, even.' 
(Lurie 33) 
A chronic ethereality. Given any choice in the matter, these people would not exist 
physically. Neither would their rooms, their clothes, their verses. It is the. idea of the room (or 
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kimono or haiku), more than any embodiment of it, that has become their triumph. And it is a 
triumph, oh dear me, yes. Think of the Western writer or even the Western couturier--doesn' t 
everything he turns out imply some bold stand taken against Chaos, conformity, tastelessness, the 
sluggish drift of a public whose ideas, if any, are at odds with his own and one another's? But the 
Japanese have laid up treasures in heaven, safe from fever, earthquakes, decay. 
And yet, where else does the physical world appeal so irresistibly to the eye? 
Over and over the point is reached where Art and Nature cannot be told apart. The 
persimmon trees, with so few leaves and so much fruit; perhaps a crow, yellow rice-fields beyond. 
This afternoon I saw a garden paved with fifty varieties of moss, blue-green, gold-green, rust-
green, thick as plush, one or two sallow leaves floated down onto it. It had been designed to 
resemble somebody's description of paradise. One gets there through a grove of bamboo, 
innumerable hollow green tones, soaring, intersecting, like gamelan music for the eye .. . 
Why not carry it a step further? Paradise is here, in these rocks, in that white sand! Why not say 
so? 
No answer to such a question. 
(Recitative 145) 
With these reflections one gets several more glances of what exactly Merrill was getting 
at, even if rather unconsciously, in the poem. The "chronic ethereality" of the East rests 
in its pure perspective on things as being merely what they are, infinitely what they are 
without need for reference, making them benign manifestations of eternity. The East 
appears to be where death has found a place in life. It is a place where Merrill 
experiences some sense of release from the haunting prospect of eternity that he faced 
after Hans' death in that it is a place that embraces this prospect daily, that aligns with 
rather than opposes it. "Paradise is here," he says, "in these rocks, in that white sand! 
Why not say so?" Why not? one wonders. "No answer to such a question," Merrill 
replies. But it is obvious in "Kyoto: At the Detached Palace" that the poet at this point 
does not know how to say so. Only part of him smiles, for he has been touched, though 
remains unable to connect with the source of this emotion and does not know quite what 
to make of it. He is deeply aware of something striking him in this landscape, yet cannot 
quite articulate it, cannot quite express it, and thus cannot quite attain the release that it 
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offers. 
An afternoon of bunraku, Japanese puppet theater, illustrates Merrill's growing 
awareness of the fact that he is missing something: 
The Osaka puppets flume and float, each lifted at once to a realm of pure disposition , by 
two or three manipulators. These wear black, with black face-veils, all but the master 
manipulators who have learned to veil their faces without concealing them. Like embodied 
passions they cluster about their creature; its eyebrows rise, its fan slams shut; it mounts a puppet 
horse and lurches off, howling promises, sleeves flying in no wind. It is strangely dull. To begin 
with, I felt weak that day, our last day in Japan. A very grown-up audience was following the 
text. .. What does it really mean-to be moved? 
(Recitative 149) 
This question reflects a poignant concern. It acknowledges a shortcoming addressed 
even more painfully in The Book of Ephraim (The Changing Light at Sandover), when 
the predicament at the puppet theater is related with the death of Merrill ' s father and the 
poet's seeming lack of emotion: 
Ephraim-K 
Kimono 'd in red gold, SWIRLS BEFORE PINE 
Ayako sights us through a pale bronze disc 
Half mirror and half gong 
Hanging at Kamakura, in the shrine. 
From the Osaka puppets we are learning 
What to be moved means. And at Koya-san-
Sun-shaft and cryptomeria, 
Smoke-samurai, incensed retainers turning 
To alabaster-word comes of my father's 
Peaceful death, his funeral tomorrow. 
There will be no way to fly back in time. 
Trapped by a phone booth, my transparency 
Betrays (a young Zen priest centuries old 
Tells Ephraim with approval) 16FOLD 
LACK OF EMOTION Which may be the view 
From where they sit. . .. 
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Merrill does not fully understand death, nor does he understand where his emotion comes 
or does not come from. There is an interesting ambiguity inherent in his phrase "to be 
moved," when mentioned with regard to a puppet show. This may most obviously be 
interpreted as a reference to his feeling emotionally frozen, yet it may also be considered 
in light of his particularly taking note of the animation of the puppets by manipulators, as 
though "embodied passions." To consider these multiple meanings in conjunction, which 
doubtless is what Merrill has intended to be done, is to receive the impression that he is 
contemplating the very source of emotion, that animating force. Such contemplation 
implies the acknowledgement of a disconnection with this force within himself, a 
strangely fitting predicament for Merrill, who again appears as that alien observer of the 
human race wondering, what moves them? 
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Part Three: The Dismantling of Form 
Merrill's fourth volume, Nights and Days, is his first to begin with a short 
introductory poem, a pattern that would persist in all his subsequent books. The spirit of 
the introductory piece entails a new formal dimension in the work that follows . In this 
volume, the poet takes a critical step away from his work and imbues this new 
perspective into the form itself. Self-analysis has become an essential aspect of his craft 
at this point, while his relationship with his work has become that of a work in progress. 
The introductory piece in Nights and Days, entitled "Nightgown" sets this mechanism 
into motion. 
Nightgown 
A cold so keen, 
My speech unfurls tonight 
As from the chattering teeth 
Of a sewing machine. 
Whom words appear to warm, 
Dear heart, wear mine. Come forth 
Wound in their flimsy white 
And give it form. 
Even before the first verse begins, the reader already feels gathered into the poet's 
world of expression-merely in light of the volume's title, Nights and Days, which seems 
to indicate a plan to address some inherent dichotomy. The title of this first piece, 
"Nightgown," indicates his choice to begin in the realm of night. It is a cold night, in 
which the image of a nightgown that the poet presents is far from that of a warm, woolen 
and protective garment for sleeping; one gets the impression of this "flimsy white'' as 
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being an airy, insubstantial piece of cloth. The "nightgown" refers metaphorically to his 
own words, the poems he spins, or "sews," that hardly shelter him from the harsh night. 
He creates with "chattering teeth." It is as though his poetry, and the shelter it is meant to 
create for him, has suddenly been rendered a flimsy apparatus, devoid of the warmth that 
would enliven it. 
A glance at the poet's previous work provides insight regarding his current 
vulnerability. The volume following The Country of a Thousand Years Peace and 
preceding Nights and Days, entitled Water Street (1962), is a volume dedicated to James 
Merrill and David Jackson's creating of a life and home together in their new house on 
Water Street in Stonington, Connecticut, where they moved in 1954. Regarding this 
volume, Stephen Yenser cites Merrill's undertaking of what he refers to as "a new 
manner of building" (82). Yenser elaborates on this manner of building in which he 
indicates not only the poet's "increased technical mastery" in terms of "prosodic finesse, 
the dowser's instinct for the right word, and a superb command of syntactical 
stratagems," but also, and perhaps more importantly, the inclusion of an element in the 
work that Yenser refers to as "process." "These poems," he explains, "are less 
stubbornly objects than the earlier poems. Less highly buffed, they are less likely to 
rebuff." Yenser proceeds to explain the concept of "process": 
Process often manifests itself in these poems in the form of self-interruption, which usually 
originates in a challenge to a statement just made or in the process of being made: a tentative 
reexamination, or a change of mind, or a self-mockery. A reflexive and revisionary movement . .. 
It springs from "amenability," and it often issues in aporia or ambivalence or paradox. The poetry 
that accommodates such interruptions is more likely to extend itself than to round itself off and 
more likely to include than to exclude ... 
(Yenser 65) 
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Y enser observes Merrill's work at this point in time as being "less a means of displaying 
talent and more an instrument of discovery" (66). He also cites Merrill's own referral to 
his acquired mode of interruption as being one of the ways by which he became "'a little 
looser in terms of form"' (66). Such a loosening of form reflects a loosening of the 
hermetic seal locked around the poet's psyche. By interrupting his own thoughts and 
opening himself up to self-analysis, he breaks through his formal "mask" and begins to 
explore the reaches of his psyche. In order to progress in his work and therein to 
maintain himself, he must expose himself to the chasms that arise from his own 
fragmentation. 
The final poem in Water Street, "A Tenancy," testifies to the poet's dissatisfaction 
with his upheld appearance that he had come to sense more deeply than ever. The poem 
begins with his reminiscence of what could be considered the beginning of his career, the 
year 1946, which is when his first book of poems The Black Swan, had been published 
privately. 
Something in the light of this March afternoon 
Recalls that first and dazzling one 
Of 1946, I sat elated 
In my old clothes, in the first of several 
Furnished rooms, head cocked for the kind of sound 
That is recognized only when heard. 
A fresh snowfall muffled the road, unplowed 
To leave blanker and brighter 
The bright, blank page turned overnight. 
The poet seems to be recalling his past work, his first forms of shelter. The idea of his 
"tenancy" then, operates on a metaphysical level and refers to his "stay" within a 
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particular state of mind, that is, within his initial manner of poetic work, during which 
time, 
A yellow pencil in midair 
Kept sketching unfamiliar numerals, 
The 9 and 6 forming a stereoscope 
Through which to seize the Real 
Old-Fashioned Winter of my landlord's phrase, 
Through which the ponderous idees refues 
Of oak, velour, crochet, also the mantel's 
Baby figures, value told me 
In some detail at the outset, might be plumbed 
For signs I should not know until I saw them. 
This passage demonstrates Merrill's manner of working with his surroundings by which 
his poetic eye would light on an object in order so that it might evoke some notion of his 
own mind, a notion of which he had been otherwise unaware. 
But the objects, innocent 
(As we all once were) of annual depreciation, 
The more I looked grew shallower, 
Pined under a luminous plaid robe 
Thrown over us by the twin mullions, sashes, 
And unequal oblong panes 
Of windows and storm window. These, 
Washed in a rage, then left to dry unpolished, 
Projected onto the inmost wall 
Ghosts of the storm, like pebbles under water. 
The poet expresses a skepticism that has grown in him toward the power of these objects, 
or rather, skepticism toward his own powers as a poet. He attributes the objects' 
weakness to their location within his house, his mindset, within which the sunlight from 
outside becomes obscured. He describes this obscured light as being caused by the 
obstruction of window decor, signifying his own characteristically decorative work. His 
use of the word "storm" in the last line reflects the remaining necessity for some form of 
protection. The word "ghost" reveals his discontent with his current form of shelter, 
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through which, having so distanced himself from life, he has rendered his own life 
intangible and unreal, perhaps even more so than it was in the first place. The image of 
"pebbles under water" contrasts the poet's having frozen himself out of life, suggesting 
his defrosting and his gaining the ability to see what he has for so long been removed 
from. It is not uncommon for critics to consider Merrill's early work, with its exemplary 
"mechanics," to be rather frosty and unfeeling. The thought of poetic craft as a sheet of 
ice was well-embedded in this poet' s mind, an idea he had explored in his thesis on 
Proust, in which he had stated: "In Proust there is always a protecting surface of 
metaphor. It is as though we were skating upon a sheet of ice that had formed above a 
black torrent; we may skate with an assurance of safety, but the ice does not make the 
water beneath us less terrible. This use of metaphor may be, for the writer, a form of 
flight, but it is also a form of healing" (Moffett 18). In Merrill's case, it would appear 
that what had initially served as a form of healing has now become that which refuses to 
deny the presence of the wound. Perhaps the wound itself refused to be ignored. 
Whatever the case, the poet's need to be in contact with that which lie beneath his 
protective layer, as terrible as it might be, has become a dire necessity. The next stanza 
begins with a confirmation of the poet's defrosting: 
And indeed, from within, ripples 
Of heat had begun visibly bearing up and away 
The bouquets and wreaths of a quarter century. 
Let them go, what did I want with them? 
It was time to change that wallpaper! 
Brittle, sallow in the new radiance, 
Time to set the last wreath floating out 
Above the dead, to sweep up flowers. The dance 
Had ended, it was light; the men looked tired 
And awkward in their uniforms. 
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The image of the "ripples I Of heat. .. bearing up and away I The bouquets and wreaths of 
a quarter century" visualizes the poet's shedding the protective layer that had 
characterized his earlier work, that of the first "quarter century" of his life as a poet. The 
heat's emanation from within implies his actions as arising from a personal awakening 
within himself, marking a move toward corning into himself as a poet through a deeper 
understanding of his work. Such an understanding springs from his considering himself a 
poet from within rather than from without. "Brittle, sallow in the new radiance"-the 
"wallpaper" with which he had previously decorated his surroundings loses its luster in 
light of his new outlook. His mind has connected with so innate a passion as to dwarf all 
such superficial attributes. 
I sat, head thrown back, and with the dried stains 
Of light on my own cheeks, proposed 
This bargain with-say with the source of light: 
That given a few years more 
(Seven or ten or, what seemed vast, fifteen) 
To spend in love, in a country not at war, 
I would give in return 
All I had. All? A little sun 
Rose in my throat. The lease was drawn. 
The poet's recognition of his evolving stance presses him with the need for change, and 
he ponders a plan of action. By shedding his protective layer he desires to not be faced 
once again with that "country ... at war," likely a reference to the broken home of his 
childhood, his painful and alienating awareness of life's conflicting forces that had sent 
him running for cover in the first place. At the prospect of being exposed once again to 
these battlefields, he proposes his plan of action: a "bargain" with "the source of light," 
that should that harsh external brarid not brutalize him, he would give all he had in return. 
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Consequently, as "the lease" is drawn, he feels that "A little sun I Rose in [his] throat." 
The knot of nerves that classically rises in one's throat during such a momentous act has 
become in his case "a little sun," an indication of the radiant force arisen within him. 
Too sensitive to the outside light to withstand its glare, the poet must keep warm by 
generating his own heat. This manner of creation eventually becomes the subject matter 
of "The Broken Home." 
This spirit of change animates the pages of Water Street. The volume's promise 
of a new manner of building is reflected in its dedication to Merrill and Jackson's 
creating a home together. This life choice of the poet's translates significantly to the life 
of his work. The decision of the two homosexual men to bond together and to create 
their own home within a society that deemed them outcasts reflects Merrill's stepping out 
of his protective shell and openly creating a home founded on his very difference. 
Likewise, his work became a matter of his own true nature, rather than that which would 
seek to hide it. Yet even in light of such change, the overriding tension of his life 
remains intact. His having to "bargain" reflects the fine line he walks between form and 
formless oblivion. By inverting the arena of his poetry to landscapes within himself as 
opposed to those without, the poet risks unlocking in himself that obliterating force that 
he constantly tempts in his work. However, to persist in his old manner of working with 
its realized flimsiness would spell his demise, so he does not have much of a choice but 
to raise his stakes. He must proceed, and to do this, he must come out from hiding and 
address himself. 
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The poet's drawing of a lease indicates the point of no return marked by this 
decision. The stanza ends in suspense. The poem skips a line as though to pass through 
time during which nothing occurred that he deemed significant to relay. "I did not even 
feel the time expire," he says, before the poem skips another line and enters into the 
present. 
I feel it though, today, in this new room, 
Mine, with my things and thoughts, a view 
Of housetops, treetops, the walls bare. 
A changing light is deepening, is changing 
To a gilt ballroom chair a chair 
Bound to break under someone before long. 
I let the light change also me. 
The body that lived through that day 
And the sufficient love and relative peace 
Of those short years, is now not mine. 
The poem returns to the present as does the poet's train of thought, for it had begun with 
his lapsing into a reminiscence of his past, a reminiscence spawned by "Something in the 
light of this March afternoon." His relating the present moment to "that first and dazzling 
one I of 1946," joins the two moments upon their sharing the prospect of a new 
beginning. The beginning that he now faces comes as a result of the change that he had 
initiated with Water Street, which was incubated and developed during a time "of 
sufficient love and relative peace," but whose effects have now begun to surface. The 
poet's "new room" derives its newness from its being, as he states, "Mine, with my things 
and thoughts, a view I Of housetops, treetops, the walls bare." Each of this room's 
mentioned attributes contrast to the room he had previously inhabited. The interior 
contains things belonging to him, signifying his having taken an inward assessment of 
himself. The walls however, are "bare," for his "view" of the outside has become Jess 
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buffered by objects of his own design. By entering into a finer awareness of himself, he 
has simultaneously broken down the barriers between himself and the outside world. 
The "changing light" is now "deepening," tiling a noticeable effect, "changing I to a gilt 
ballroom chair a chair I Bound to break under someone before long"-this image 
portrays the process of petrification that the poet' s past has undergone. By translating his 
past into poetry, he has structured it into a relatively defined and timeless foundation for 
his work. He has taken what had been a confused consistency of memories contributing 
haphazardly to his identity, and rendered it into an entity that exists outside of himself. 
As a result, the poet himself has changed. Having pared and parceled his collective body 
of experience, he has caused for a separation between his present awareness of himself 
and this "body," which he describes as no longer his own. His understanding of this 
fragmentation and a means of working with it eventually becomes the subject matter of 
"The Broken Home," yet as of now he remains somewhat shaken and perplexed by it. 
Would it be called a soul? 
It knows, at any rate, 
That when the light dies and the bell rings 
Its leaner veteran will rise to face 
Partners not recognized 
Until drunk young again and gowned in changing 
Flushes; and strains will rise, 
The dying light and ringing bell indicate the expiration of the poet's tenancy within his 
time of "sufficient love and relative peace," at the close of which he finds himself 
wondering at what has become of him; he can hardly refer to himself in the first person, 
for at the moment he perceives himself in pieces. The unrecognized partners stand as 
personified aspects of his past, which he, in such a changed way hardly knows anymore. 
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His inability to recognize them until they are "gowned in changing I Flushes" reflects his 
need to redress his own past in light of his new awareness in order to reclaim this past as 
his own. 
The bone-tipped baton beating, rapid, faint, 
From the street below, from my depressions-
From the doorbell which rings. 
One foot asleep, I hop 
To let my three friends in. They stamp 
Themselves free of the spring's 
Last snow--or so we hope. 
One has brought violets in a pot; 
The second, wine; the best, 
His open, empty hand. Now in the room 
The sun is shining like a lamp. 
I put the flowers where I need them most 
And then, not asking why they come, 
Invite the visitors to sit. 
If I am a host at last 
It is of little more than my own past. 
May others be at home in it. 
The sun's shining "like a lamp" in the room holds significance pertaining to the poet and 
his source of light. Whereas once his artificial light source indicated his isolationist 
mode of creation, his bringing in the outside light reflects his awareness of the necessity 
to let his work burgeon from a firm grip on reality. The final stanza, in which he 
unquestioningly invites the visitors into his home, sees him acting once again as though 
he beheld a sense of his own fate. His being a "host at last" of what he refers to as "little 
more than my own past," shows him inviting the outside into the home that he had built 
around himself. "May others be at home it in"-the poem's leaves off with a sense of the 
vulnerability that comes with being a "host." His hopefulness for the future comes not 
without a hint of trepidation. 
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It is in this spirit of questioning himself, of exploring himself and his work, that 
Merrill arrives at one of his most powerful poems. "The Thousand and Second Night," 
the first piece to appear following "Nightgown" in Nights and Days, reflects a pivotal 
point in the poet's oeuvre when he takes up the daunting and nearly fatal, though 
necessary, task of addressing the disillusionment discovered in "A Tenancy." "The 
Thousand and Second Night" marks a point where the poet's newfound mode of self-
interruption interrupts his work as a whole for a serious evaluation. His interruption of 
himself allows him to explore his own inner landscapes as never before, exposing the 
turmoil that has risen within. Kalstone describes Nights and Days as gaining "a 
psychological intensity and authority that is new" ("Merrill" 32), and "The Thousand and 
Second Night" as a poem in which: "Inviting landscapes become landscapes of the mind, 
self confrontation in the thousand and one nights of one's remembered past" (32). 
In the spirit of interruptiop,,th~ p~ece focuses on the poet's trip to Istanbul, 
.. ; . • • . • • 4 • 
signifying an interruption of his life in general. On the trip he faces a new side of himself 
in light of the new setting; upon returning home he faces the repercussions of having 
changed. The self-confrontation that occurs in this piece does so not merely by way of 
content, but in terms of the form itself. The piece marks a drastic departure away from 
the relatively prim nature of the poet's previous work. Even just browsing these early 
poems, one finds their form impeccably structured with tight-knit verses, stringent rhyme 
patterns, and neat enjambments, all polished off by the conclusion in the manner of 
squeezing the ends of a bow tight to last. In "The Thousand and Second Night," the poet 
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yanks the loose strings and unravels the whole package, breaking down his form as a 
means of exploring what lie beneath. The five sections of the piece delve through various 
formal modes, unsettling the pretense of an overall pattern-the poet maintains a 
semblance of such a pattern only so that he might proceed to undermine it. The frequent 
enjambments as well as interior rhymes mask the off-rhymes at the end each line, 
depleting the rhyme scheme of its emphasis and making it no more than a whisper. 
Hardly any line is end-stopped and the fluid enjambments see to it that no line be taken at 
face value. The inconsistent voice in the piece moves back and forth among the first, 
second and third person narration, with stints of dialogue and parentheticals in between. 
The poet interrupts his own voice multiple times with excerpts from outside sources. The 
overall effect of the piece is that his inner activities become splayed out across the page 
rather than neatly contained within the folds of form. 
The poet reflects his plight with form in the content of the piece with the story of 
his struggle at maintaining his own appearance, represented by his face. In the first 
section, entitled "Rigor Vitae," having arrived in Istanbul, the speaker wakes up to find 
himself suffering from an ailment in which half of his face has become paralyzed, 
rendered completely inanimate. In this section the poet moves among several modes of 
form, exploring the source of his disillusion and a way in which he might reanimate 
himself. The section begins in the first person with a regular A-B-B-A rhyme scheme, 
but lapses intermittently into the second and third person along with erratic rhymes. The 
second section, "The Cure," describes the speaker's return to his home in Athens upon 
having cured his affliction with various medications. He makes it clear that his "cure" 
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merely pertains to his regaining the semblance of his original appearance, while the 
experience has left him scarred on the inside. Accordingly, the verse in this section 
contains the first person within the form of regular four line A-B-B-A stanzas; however, 
the enjambments, parentheticals and other interruptions in the speaker's flow of speech 
serve to subvert the content of these lines. By the third section, "Carnivals," a 
transformation has transpired in him that becomes inevitably manifest in his outward 
appearance. Consequently, overt modifications in the form arise. The rhymes in the 
third section maintain the regular A-B-B-A scheme; however at one point a fifth line is 
added to each stanza and at another point each contains an additional couplet. The poet 
seems to have reached an end to his journey by donning a new skin; the third person is 
nowhere to be found in "Carnivals." Rather this section sees a tum in which he 
concludes by moving deftly from the second to the first person, reversing the voice 
patterns found in the poem's first section. In the final two sections of the piece, he 
abandons the use of titles, though resumes the regular four line A-B-B-A verse. The 
fourth section embraces the mode of interruption upon which the poem as a whole was 
based, while the fifth section polishes the piece off only so much as it acknowledges a 
conclusion never arrived at. Proceeding in the spirit of a work in progress, a deep 
uncertainty pervades this piece. 
1/RIGOR VITAE 
Istanbul. 21 March. I woke today . 
With an absurd complaint. The whole right half 
Of my face refuses to move. I have to laugh 
Watching the rest of it reel about in dismay 
Under the double burden, while its twin 
Sags on, though sentient, stupefied. 
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The piece opens upon the poet's arrival at a moment of crisis that ·can be traced 
back to "A Tenancy," in which he'd found himself in a new realm of consciousness 
where he could see his past distinguished from himself, petrified into form. This 
separation from his past spawns an identity crisis in which he becomes paralyzed 
between that distant notion of self and the uncertain future that as a result now looms 
before him. The opening line of the poem's first section, "Rigor Vitae," contains a 
synopsis of the poet's status. The "absurd complaint" that he wakes to in which "the 
whole right half' of his face "refuses to move," can be easily identified as Bells Palsey, 
an ailment that inflicts paralysis on one half of the face. The animated side of his face 
that he watches "reel about in dismay" signifies his self-consciousness that has awakened 
to find itself "under the double burden, while its twin I Sags on, though sentient, 
stupefied." The poet's physical affliction reflects his spiritual crisis; the two are 
irrevocably intertwined. The "stupefied twin," like his own past, has become an inactive 
element within his present tense since he'd petrified it in form. The "double burden" of 
his face reflects his predicament of having to maintain a sense of identity in terms of the 
present alone. 
I'm here alone. Not quite-through fog outside 
Loom winged letters: PAN AMERICAN. 
Twenty-five hundred years this city has stood between 
The passive Orient and our frantic West. 
I see no reason to be depressed; 
There are too many things I haven't seen, 
Like Hagia Sophia. Tea drunk, shaved and dressed 
Dahin! Dahin! 
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The poet's predicament further finds ~ts manifestation in the geographical 
landscape of the poem. The city of Istanbul, a city that has traditionally stood at the 
crossroads between what the speaker refers to as "the passive Orient" and "our frantic 
West," signifies the paralyzing junction between past and present at which he finds 
himself. As Kalstone previously noted, the poet's use of physical landscapes as a 
reflection of the landscapes of his own interior becomes a crucial aspect in his work at 
this time. Having opened himself up to his surroundings, he becomes increasingly able 
use the landscape in which he finds himself to reflect his own mental state. 
Having come undone from himself and removed from his "house" of poetry, the 
poet has gained the ability to project his state of mind into other structures in which to 
make new discoveries of himself. In "The Thousand and Second Night," Hagia Sophia 
becomes a structure that he uses to reflect his state of mind. He begins with a blatantly 
sarcastic enthusiasm toward the historic landmark: "I see no reason to be depressed; I 
There are too many things I haven't seen, II Like Hagia Sophia." He manifests his mental 
state in his depiction of the building's physical and historical attributes: 
The house of Heavenly Wisdom first became 
A mosque, is now a flame-
Less void. The apse, 
Militantly dislocated, 
Still wears those dark-green epaulettes 
On which (to the pilgrim who forgets 
His Arabic) a wild script of gold whips 
Has scribbled glowering, dated 
Slogans: "God is my grief!" perhaps, 
Or "Byzantine, 
Go home!" 
Personifying the mosque as himself, the poet depicts it as a source of utter disillusion. 
The enjambment of the word "flameless" between the second and third lines of this 
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segment lends to some tense ambiguities. Disregarding the enjambment, the sentence 
indicates his having once felt filled with inspiration to create, symbolized by the flame, 
and his having come to be devoid of this inspiration. Deeper implications lie in light of 
the enjambment, in which the meaning appears as the mosque becoming a flame and 
afterward being "less void," filled by the flame. This reveals the poet's craft as being that 
which became him and consequently tainted his original purity. "The apse, militantly 
dislocated," signifies his own dislocated fervor. His attention to the lavish script of the 
apse's "dark-green epaulettes" and his describing it as being unreadable "to the pilgrim 
who forgets I His Arabic ... " refers to the mosque's failing power to incite spiritual 
fulfillment in its pilgrims who have lost touch with its meaning. The pilgrim's forgetting 
"his Arabic" compares to the poet's previous work having become something of a lost 
language to him, his failed ability to be in touch with a sense of faith in himself. The line 
break after "the pilgrim who forgets" lets the statement dangle for a moment under the 
weight of this generally poignant thought. The following line's admission of the 
pilgrim's forgetting "his Arabic" takes the tragic notion even further in its implication of 
the pilgrim's losing sight of his purpose as a result of his having lost the ability to 
connect with it. The possessive "his," denoting the pilgrim's Arabic, further indicates a 
sense of personal loss, in which the pilgrim's Arabic was a conduit to his faith. The poet 
then gives some mocking suggestions of possible meanings for the "scribbled glowering, 
dated I Slogans," sardonically implying how the present has rendered irrelevant the 
burning passions of the past. 
Above you, the great dome, 
Bald of mosaic, senile, floated 
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In a gilt wash. Its old profusion's 
Hypnotic shimmer, back and forth between 
That of the abacus, that of the nebula, 
Had been picked up from the floor, 
The last of numberless handfuls, 
By the last l81h -century visitor. 
The pronoun "you" that the poet introduces within his exploration of the mosque 
simultaneously applies to the multiple aspects of the poem derived by its multiple levels 
of representation. "You," refers at once to himself as a tourist at Hagia Sophia, to Hagia 
Sophia itself, and ultimately, at its highest level of representation, to himself as a poet. 
The singular address to these multiple aspects reflects the impossibility of actually 
separating them, since each one serves an inherent aspect of the other. As a tourist, the 
poet experiences Hagia Sophia in the present, with its history in mind, and projects 
himself into the structure, which stands as a function of its history. This interaction 
reflects his present state of feeling like a tourist in the foreign landscape that he has 
become to himself and of exploring his self as a function of his past. 
The poet's degradation of Hagia Sophia's most renowned attribute, "the great 
dome," reflects his state of disillusion, a state akin to that of a patron who was once 
wholly devout that comes to resent of a symbol of his dying faith. Like the dome, the 
poet's work, having once stood as a source of faith and comfort for him, has now become 
an object of his ridicule. The dome's being "Bald of mosaic, senile, floated I In a gilt 
wash," reflects the craft that had animated his work having grown devoid of its 
meaningful effects, leaving behind nothing more than a fizzle of the form's original 
glory. The derogatory context in which he refers to the dome's being "floated" digs at 
Hagia Sophia's revered visual spectacle in which the dome appears to float above a ring 
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of light. This illusion, caused by light entering through the row of clerestory windows 
around the dome's base, has been the mosque's most historically wondrous aspect, a 
signifier of its divinity. However, the poet's description of this ring of light as a "gilt 
wash" indicates how, in his eyes, its divine quality has become nothing more than a 
cheap effect-much as his work has grown devoid of its original value. The nature of the 
dome' s constmction sheds even more light on that of the poet's work: 
The dome of the Hagia Sophia has spurred particular interest for many art historians and architects 
because of the innovative way the original architects envisioned the dome. The dome is supported 
by pendentives which had never been used before the building of this structure. The pendentive 
enables the round dome to transition gracefully into the square shape of the piers below. The 
pendentives not only achieve a pleasing aesthetic quality, but they also restrain the lateral forces of 
the dome and allow the weight of the dome to flow downward. 
Although this design stabilizes the dome and the surrounding walls and arches, the actual 
construction of the walls of the Hagia Sophia weakened the overall structure. The bricklayers used 
more mortar than brick, which, of course, constitutes a weak wall. The structure would have been 
more stable if the builders at least let the mortar dry before they began the next layer; however, 
they did not do this. When the dome was placed atop the building, the weight of the dome caused 
the walls to lean outward because of the wet mortar underneath. 
(Wikepedia) 
The inner workings of the construction of Hagia Sophia's dome lead to an interesting 
comparison with the construction of the poet's past work. These early poems, artfully 
constructed, were initially quite pleasing and uplifting to experience. Yet, having been 
composed in the spirit of a nod to aesthetics, and without the overall purpose of the work 
as a whole in mind, these poems actually came to betray this purpose as their weakness 
became more apparent over time. 
You did not want to think of yourself for once, 
But you had held your head erect 
Too many years within such transcendental skulls 
As this one not to feel the usual, if no 
Longer flattering kinship. You'd let go 
Learning and faith as well, you too had wrecked 
Your precious sensibility. What else did you expect? 
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The pronoun "You" in this segment again bears the force of the poet's 
simultaneously addressing Hagia Sophia as himself: the fact of the building's constantly 
changing structure lends to his despair over the inconstancy of appearance. Referring to 
the building' s broken down state, the poet imagines that it has given up upholding its own 
image; feeling just as broken down and devoid of his own original stature, he desires to 
do the same. Yet an inherent contradiction mars this desire: "But you had held your 
head erect I Too many years within such transcendental skulls I As this one not to feel the 
usual, if no I Longer flattering kinship." The plurality of "transcendental skulls" refers to 
the poet' s movement among his various works, which may be likened to Hagia Sophia's 
various eras of decor. Having maintained himself at a degree above the realm of human 
experience in the past, he desires, much as he portrays the building, to shed this 
impression. Yet it seems that fate will not allow it. The poet makes his final address to 
Hagia Sophia with a remark that bitterly acknowledges the irony of his own situation, in 
which the writing of poetry that had begun as a life affirming act, had effectively come to 
dismantle him to a point of near demise: " ... you too had wrecked I Your precious 
sensibility. What else did you expect?" The disillusion that the poet evokes in Hagia 
Sophia's physical attributes has to do with his knowledge of the structure's active history 
and the manner in which these attributes bespeak this history. His mentioning how the 
structure had gone from church to mosque reflects his sensitivity to the implications of 
· this transformation-the tragedy of Christianity's losing to the Ottomans what has often 
been considered the most splendid building in history. The building's having constantly 
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been destroyed and rebuilt throughout its history becomes reflected on a larger scale in 
the history of the city of Istanbul, that which underwent a succession of name changes as 
well as changes in language, culture and religion according to its various rulers over the 
ages. Likewise, the constantly changing nature of the spirit within Hagia Sophia adds to 
the poet's despair over the slippery relationship between appearance and that which lies 
beneath. 
Outdoors. Uprooted, turban-crested stones 
Lie side by side. It's as I might have feared. 
The building, desperate for its youth, has smeared 
All over its original fine bones 
Acres of ocher plaster. A diagram 
Indicates how deep in the mudpack 
The real fac;ade is. I want my face back. 
In the next segment in which the poet has gone outside of Hagia Sophia to assess the 
fac;ade, he laments Hagia Sophia's gross profusion of masks-"A diagram I Indicates 
how deep in the mudpack I The real fac;ade is"-what he sees as an artificial means of 
hiding its age. "I want my face back," he stresses. By relating his face to Hagia Sophia's 
buried fac;ade, the poet indicates his having buried his true self beneath many layers of 
mask. V em on Shetley even suggests that "What lies behind the mask is the oxyrnoronic 
'real fac;ade,' and what the poet perceives and fears is not merely the alienation from self 
brought on by middle age but the realization that there is no authentic self to return to, 
that beneath any mask lies nothing more than other masks" (90). The desire for his face 
at this point involves more than the re-animation of the lame side-not only does he wish 
to revive his past, he seeks to reclaim his original conception of himself, the reintegration 
of himself as a whole. 
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A pharmacist advises 
TheHammam 
After the hour of damp heat 
One is addressed in gibberish, shown 
Into a marble cell and thrown 
On marble, there to be scrubbed clean, 
Is wrapped in towels and a sheet 
And led upstairs to this lean tomb 
Made all of panes (red, amber, green) 
With a glass star hung in the gloom, 
Here sits effaced by gemlike moods, 
Tastes neither coffee nor loukoum, 
And to the attendant who intrudes 
(Or archaeologist or thief) 
Gravely uptilts one's mask of platinum 
Still dripping, in a sign of life. 
In the next segment, the speaker's depression gives way to a morbid delirium, in 
which he refers to himself in the third person while his rhyme scheme blurs, hanging on 
the same sounds slanted in various directions. His facial affliction undergoes a harsh, 
foreign treatment. During his experience at the Turkish bath, he depicts himself in a 
disoriented, zombie-like way, being tossed almost like a rag doll through the foreign 
cleansing motions. He describes the "lean tomb" that he is "led" up to like a feverish 
vision of heaven, "Made all of panes (red, amber, green) I With a glass star hung in the 
gloom." His delirium softens as he "sits effaced by gemlike moods," a blissful moment 
characterized by an erasure of the senses, in which he "Tastes neither coffee nor 
loukoum." The following image of the speaker's "gravely" uptilting his "mask of 
platinum I Still dripping, in a sign of life," presents a startlingly eerie visualization of his 
survival in which his condition outwardly wanes though he hardly perceives any change 
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having taken place. As Yenser notes, the poet's "life seems to be physical only" (128)-
though he is not even connected with this side of himself. 
And now what? Back, I guess, to the modern town. 
Midway across the bridge, an infantile 
Memory promises to uncramp my style. 
I stop in deepening light to jot it down: 
On the crest of her wrist, by the black watered silk of the watchband, his 
grandmother had a wen, a hard mauve bubble up from which bristled three or 
four white hairs. How often he had lain in her lap and been lulled to a 
rhythm easily the whole world's then-the yellowish sparkle of a ring marking 
its outer limit, while in the foreground, silhouetted like the mosque of 
Suleiman the Magnificent, mass and minarets felt by someone fallen asleep on 
the deck of his moored caique, that principal landmark's rise and fall 
distinguished, from any other, her beloved hand. 
Significantly, it is following this treatment, while he is "Midway across the 
bridge" that the poet experiences a breakthrough. The bridge can easily be identified as 
one crossing the Bosporos, the strait separating the Asian and European sectors of 
Turkey. This location signifies his paralyzed, fragmented state as a time when he is ripe 
for breakthrough. His revelation comes in the form of a prose anecdote that interrupts his 
verse, "an infantile I Memory" that surfaces through his malaise, promising to "uncrarnp" 
his style. The catalyst for this development stems from a warming memory from his 
childhood of napping on his grandmother's lap. This recollection, which Y enser 
describes as a "nostalgic image of unity" ( 128), reconnects the poet with his past and 
recalls in him a purity of feeling that is a triumph to discover as remaining accessible to 
him yet. The enjambment of "infantile I Memory" enables the following line to impart 
the poet's idea that "Memory promises to uncramp my style," for he realizes that in 
recalling certain memories he might discover within them the emotional fervor 
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desperately lacking in his present state. Thus, the formal interruption that occurs with 
this anecdote demonstrates a necessary implement for his work. The image of his 
grandmother demonstrates his discovery of a warmth still pulsing within his memories; 
his writing down the memory indicates his intention to infuse this real warmth into his 
work with the hope that it might once again come to warm him. The speaker's return to 
the voice of the first person in the following stanzas reflects his body's being revived. 
Cold. A wind rising. An entire city 
Dissolved by rhetoric . And out there, past 
The mirror of the Bosporos, what black coast 
Reflecting us into immobility? 
Yenser observes that the aforementioned "nostalgic image of unity" becomes that which 
"the following passage throws into. relief, for these three quatrains picture a man utterly 
alienated" (128). The speaker's ever more harsh perception of the city on his return can 
be understood in light of his previous revelation in which his newfound vein of warmth 
makes the city, by contrast, feel that much colder. His description of "An entire city I 
dissolved by rhetoric" marks his growing understanding of the insufficiency of his past 
work. Inasmuch as the "entire city" stands for his collective past, its being "dissolved by 
rhetoric" refers to the poet's having virtually nullified his identity by crafting his 
accumulation of past memories into something artificial. Querying "what black 
coast" ... "out there, past I The mirror of the Bosporos," indicates Turkey's Asian coast as 
the poet continues to work with the theme of geography, especially in terms of East and 
West, in which the concept of the West personifies his familiar while jaded perception of 
his past, and that of the East his unfathomable future. Whereas his past has been 
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dissolved into something cold and unreal, his future has become a frighteningly indefinite 
prospect, freezing him in his tracks-a "black coast" reflecting him "into immobility." 
On this side, crowds, a magic-lantern beam-
Belgians on bicycles, housewives with red hair, 
Masts, cries of crows blown high in rose-blue air, 
Ataturk's tailcoat. . .It is like a dream, 
The "death-in-life and life-in-death" of Yeats' 
Byzantium; and, if so, by the same token, 
Alone in the sleepwalking scene, my flesh has woken 
And sailed for the fixed shore beyond the straits. 
The speaker remains unable to connect with the holy city of Istanbul, despite its revered 
attributes. The ellipsis that occurs after "Ataturk' s tailcoat" reflects his indifference to 
these attributes-those that one would be enthusiastically expectant of even before 
arriving-all of which end up coming off too emblematic to be real and instead dissolve 
into a dreamlike haze. 
Merrill's reference to Yeats' Byzantium evokes his evolving poetic stance, in 
which he has come to arrive at a new understanding between the real and the imagined, 
the finite and the eternal. In his complementary works, "Sailing to Byzantium" and 
"Byzantium," Yeats explored the relationship of art to the interaction between the human 
and eternal realms. The character of the old man in "Sailing to Byzantium" wishes to be 
freed from his human body that is bound to time and change, and to become something 
eternal, like a "golden robot" or a "harnrnered and enameled bird." The man imagines 
that upon arriving in the holy city of Byzantium, such a transformation would occur. 
This desire reflects Merrill's wish to render his own life into artifice. However, upon 
entering Byzantium in the poem "Byzantium," the old man "is hailing and being 
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confronted visually by that which is utterly beyond [him]" (Parker 1). Much as the old 
man, being a human, cannot connect with the images of eternity that lie before him, 
Merrill cannot connect with the scenes that appear to "float" before him in Istanbul. The 
plight of Yeats' old man reflects the fallacy inherent to Merrill's process of figuration, in 
which his artifice inevitably disconnects him from reality. Yeats' poems illustrate the 
nature of this fallacy, in which "Byzantium consists of the "substance" of what eternity 
actually is rather than some supposedly physical, changeless substance which, while 
being conceivable to the human mind, would necessarily involve form and matter and 
therefore the trappings of change and finity" (1). Thus, the poet's work in which he had 
tried to render aspects of his life into eternal artifice, inevitably became subject to the 
effects of change over time. "As in a perpetual furnace or process beyond all time, 
matter, and human conception, in "Byzantium" we behold not fixed form and matter 
which can perfect and eternalize the temporal, but eternally unliving undying images, the 
action or nature of which consumes and nullifies all artifice, all things real or imagined" 
(1). In light of Yeats' inherent philosophy, Merrill's initial drive to eternalize his subject 
matter in his work was an impossible prospect that has now become starkly apparent. 
Accordingly, his awakened body reacts dully to the dreamlike scene. Compelled to 
confront reality, he leaves the ghostly city and sails "for the fixed shore beyond the 
straits." 
2/THECURE 
The doctor recommended cortisone, 
Diathermy, vitamins, and rest. 
It worked. These months in Athens, no one's guessed 
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My little drama; I appear my own 
Master again. However, once you've cracked 
That so-called mirror of the soul, 
It is not readily, if at all, made whole. 
("Between the motion and the act 
Falls the Shadow"-T.S . Eliot.) 
Part of me has remained cold and withdrawn. 
The day I went up to the Parthenon 
Its human splendor made me think So what? 
In the poem's second section, "The Cure," the poet returns to his home in Athens, 
healed of his facial affliction and appearing to be his normal self again. He speaks in the 
first person and uses a regular rhyme scheme, having resumed this form by the close of 
the first section. Regarding the bodily treatments recommended by the doctor in the first 
stanza, he states, "It worked," however the context of this statement riddles it with irony. 
"It worked. These months in Athens, no one's guessed"-at this, the stanza's third line 
pointedly breaks, revealing the nature of the poet's "cure" as entailing merely his 
appearance of having returned to a state of normalcy. The fourth line, continuing from 
the previous line's enjambment as well as containing its own enjambment, carries the 
weight of his entire predicament in itself. "My little drama; I appear my own," serves as 
a poignant representation of his having lost touch with himself and any intrinsic source of 
motivation that would lead to sincere action. The poet demonstrates this predicament 
with the T.S. Eliot parenthesis that performs formally the very interruptive act that the 
quote itself describes. The notion that Eliot imparts in this quote forms t~e poet's own 
disturbed thoughts, the shadows of which seep into his verse. His inability to act 
smoothly as a function of himself, or as his "own master," results from the fragmentation 
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of his psyche in which his actions and his awareness of himself have become separate 
entities. The poet's merely appearing to be his own calls to mind his characteristic effort 
at sustaining appearances to the extent that they become realities. A tension regarding 
this effort has finally arisen, in which appearance alone no longer satisfies him since he 
has become so painfully aware of the discrepancy between facade and reality. 
" ... However, once you've cracked I That so-called mirror of the soul, I It is not readily, if 
at all, made whole." The poet recognizes his own fragmentation as well as the inevitable 
inability to return what has been broken to its original state of wholeness. He realizes 
that he has tapped into an awareness of himself that he can never truly shed. The 
speaker's indifference to the Parthenon's "human splendor" reflects his un-restored state 
of wholeness in which his inability to genuinely animate himself stems from a preceding 
inability to feel. 
One May noon in the Royal Park, among 
The flora of I' Agneau Mystique-
Cypress, mimosa, laurel, palm-a Greek 
Came up to name them for me in his tongue. 
I thanked him; he thanked me, sat down. Peacocks 
Trailed by, hard gray feet mashing overripe 
But bitter oranges. I knew the type: 
Superb, male, raucous, unclean, Orthodox 
Ikon of appetite feathered to the eyes 
With the electric blue of days that will 
Not come again. My friend with time to kill 
Asked me the price of cars in Paradise. 
By which he means my country, for in his 
The stranger is a god in masquerade. 
Failing to act that part, I am afraid 
I was not human either-ah, who is? 
He is, or was; had brothers and a wife; 
Chauffered a truck; last Friday broke his neck 
Against a tree. We have no way to check 
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These headlong emigrations out of life. 
The speaker's condition has bestowed him with a strange immunity to an innate 
sensibility. The following scene presents him within a scene of spring in full swing and 
of a liveliness that would appear to contrast the "rigor vitae" from earlier in the season. 
The religious imagery of the scene contributes to its overt sexuality. "The flora of 
1' Agneau Mystique" creates an image of lush vegetation, further eroticized as the raunchy 
Greek male employs them in his proposition to the speaker. The Greek, whom he 
describes as an ideal specimen-"superb, male, raucous, unclean, Orthodox II Ikon of 
appetite feathered to the eyes"-becomes an image of such pure eroticism as to be 
sacred. His proposition becomes an alluring invitation to Paradise. The image of 
"Peacocks," which in Ancient Catholicism symbolize resurrection or immortality, trailing 
by as the Greek sits down, suggests his ability to resurrect the poet into the fleshly world. 
The image of their "hard, gray feet mashing overripe I But bitter oranges" exudes this 
fleshiness while the "electric blue" evokes the transcendent bliss to be arrived at through 
pure bodily pleasure. The speaker bitterly acknowledges his loss of faith even in this. 
Although his familiarity with the Greek's "type" indicates his having engaged in such 
interactions in the past, he relates his present indifference toward the Greek to his 
indifference toward the Parthenon in a further demonstration of his apathy toward all 
such aspects of "human splendor." Failing to play the Greek's game, the speaker admits, 
"I am afraid I I was not human either ... ". He feels so alien at this point that he can hardly 
step up to the charade of being human. With the brash thought that spontaneously 
follows-"ah, who is?"-he seems to have lost touch with the human race to the point of 
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being unable to identify it at all. Although this outburst seems to afford him some 
fleeting sense of release, he quickly recovers from the lapse by identifying the Greek as 
human. Ironically, this realization comes not without a sudden flash forward to the 
Greek's death. It is as though the poet could only identify a "human" in light of one's 
death. His witty reference to death as "these headlong emigrations out of life" crassly 
impresses death as being of little consequence to him-a result of his having lost the 
ability to value life. 
Try, I suppose, we must, as even Valery said, 
And said more grandly than I ever shall-
Turning shut lids to the August sun, and all 
Such neon figments (amber, green, and red) 
Of incommunicable energy 
As in my blindness wake, and at a blink 
Vanish; and were the clearest hint, I think, 
Of what I have been, am, and care to be. 
The final two stanzas of this section behold a sense of the poet's potential release 
from his malaise. "Try, I suppose we must. .. " serves as repentance for his flippant 
remark of having "no way to check I These headlong emigrations out of life." Willing to 
persevere, he seeks "to check" his present carelessness regarding death. This 
carelessness blurs the boundaries that distinguish life from death, lending to his 
characterization of those "emigrations out of life" as "headlong." He seeks to somehow 
define and maintain these blurred boundaries. The image of his "Turning shut lids to the 
August sun, and all I Such neon figments (amber, green, and red) II Of incommunicable 
energy I As in my blindness wake," indicates this defintion. By closing his eyelids 
against the "August" sun's light, the poet makes his "blindness" a filter through which 
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the sun's "incommunicable energy" becomes manifest as colored "figments." He 
captures a fleeting glimpse of the sun's energy by passing it through the meshes of form. 
This form is his own "shut lids," a "blindness" that is voluntary and which is his defense 
against the "August sun"-that which is indicative of death and that, looked at directly, 
would blind him of its own accord. In this instance, the poet realizes his form as being 
the boundary he employs to distinguish between life and death, his way of checking his 
own "headlong emigration" from one to the other. This realization marks a breakthrough 
in which he senses the true nature of himself, a nature having everything to do with those 
"figments" that " .. . at a blink I Vanish, and were the clearest hint, I think, I Of what I 
have been, am and care to be." The poet enacts the occurrence of this crucial realization 
among such a fluidity of line breaks that it appears no more than a figment itself. 
Significantly, he arrives at this epiphany only after deferring its credit to the words of his 
admired Valery-such an inferiority complex demonstrates the self-consciousness that 
continues to afflict him. Nevertheless, this moment marks a turning point in the poem 
entailing the poet' s own transformation. The truths that have arisen through the folds of 
his form imbue it with a breath that refuses to be quelled. 
3/ CARNIVALS 
Three good friends in as many months have complained, 
"You were nice, James, before your trip. Or so 
I thought. But you have changed. I know, I know, 
People do change. Well, I'm surprised, I'm pained." 
Before they disappeared into the night 
Of what they said, I'd make a stab at mouthing 
Promises that meant precisely nothing 
And never saved my face . For they were right. 
These weren't young friend ' s what's more. Youth would explain 
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Part of it. I have kept somewhere a page 
Written at sixteen to myself at twice that age, 
Whom I accuse of having become the vain 
Flippant unfeeling monster I now am-
To hear them talk-and exhorting me to recall 
Starlight on an evening in late fall 
1943, and the walk with M. 
To die in whose presence seemed the highest good . 
I met with M and his new wife last New Year' s. 
We rued the cold war's tainted atmospheres 
From a corner table. It was understood 
Our war was over. We had made peace 
With-everything. The heads of animals 
Gazed in forbearance from the velvet walls. 
Great drifts of damask cleaned our lips of grease. 
Then L-her "let's be friends" and her clear look 
Returned in disbelief. I had a herd 
Of friends. I wanted love, if love' s the word 
On the foxed spine of the long-mislaid book. 
A thousand and one nights! They were grotesque. 
Stripping the blubber from my catch, I lit 
The oil-soaked wick, then could not see by it. 
Mornings, a black film lay_ upon the desk 
. . . Where just a week ago I thought to delve 
For images of those years in a Plain Cover. 
Some light verse happened as I looked them over: 
The moment of the poet's statement "I woke today," in the poem's first line, 
marks his entrance into the grips of an identity crisis, such that would naturally entail a 
change on his part, and that to emerge from would ultimately require the development of 
his change into a full transformation. His stint in Istanbul captures an immense 
breakdown and the beginning of his struggle toward regeneration. The first stanza of the 
poem's third section, "Carnivals," demonstrates the unsteady reaction that he experiences 
upon returning home regarding the apparent change in his form. Yet the poet merely 
pretends to project this reaction onto others, while he in fact portrays his own conflicted 
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feelings regarding his change. The "Three good friends" who "in as many months have 
complained" might be traced back to the three visitors that enter his home at the end of 
"A Tenancy." They seem at large to be elements within his own mind serving to keep 
him in check. The quote in the first stanza encapsulates the presence of all three friends 
into one voice, a voice that undergoes such constant modulations of thought as though it 
were a dialogue reflecting the poet's own inner conflict. The second line seems to accuse 
his past character of being superficial. The speaker's conflicted nature becomes most 
pronounced in its final three sentences, between each of which a shift in attitude occurs, 
and in which this voice ultimately refuses to accept the change that has transpired in the 
poet. Interestingly, the three friends who had arrived in the light of day at the poet's 
home in "A Tenancy," here disappear "into the night." This "night" is in fact "the night I 
Of what they said," an indication of their words continuing to haunt his mind. 
The poet's realization of such utter disillusion has spawned a deep malaise upon 
his ability to create so that, "Mornings, a black film lay upon the desk." A breakthrough 
in which "Some light verse happened," occurs when he discovers a collection of erotic 
photos of unknown characters from the past. 
Postcards from Hamburg, Circa 1912 
The ocelot's sepia-dim 
Shamelessness from nun ' s coif to spike heels 
She strokes his handlebar who kneels 
To do for her what a dwarf does for him. 
The properties are grim, 
Are, you might want to say, unsexed 
By use. A divan covered with a rug, 
A flat Methusalem of Krug 
Appear from tableau to tableau. The next . 
..;: .. 
Shows him with muscle flexed 
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In resurrection from his underwear, 
Gaining an underworld to harrow. 
He steers her ankles like-like a wheelbarrow. 
The dwarf has slipped out for a breath of air, 
Leaving the monstrous pair. 
Who are they? What does their charade convey? 
Maker and Muse? Demon and Doll? 
"All manners are symbolic"-Hofmannsthal. 
Here's the dwarf back with cronies ... oh I say! 
Forget about it. They, 
In time, in pain, unlearned their tricks. 
Only the shrouded focuser of the lens 
May still be chasing specimens 
From his lone bathysphere in the Styx. 
St. Pauli's clock struck six; 
Sighing, "The death of sin is wages," 
He paid his models, bade them dress and go, 
Earthlings once more, incognito 
Down swarming boulevards, the contagious-
ly easy, final stages, 
Dodged even by the faithful, one of whom 
(Morose Great Uncle Alastair) 
Brought back these effigies and would shortly bear 
Their doctrine unconfessed, we may assume, 
Into his brazen tomb. 
We found the postcards after her divorce, 
I and Aunt Alix. She turned red with shame, 
Then white, then thoughtful. "Ah, they're all the same-
Men, I mean." A pause. "Not you, of course." 
And then: "We'll burn them. Light the fire." I must 
Meanwhile have tucked a few into my shirt. 
I spend the whole night rekindling with expert 
Fingers-but that phase needn't be discussed ... 
The section in which the poet describes "Postcards from Hamburg, Circa 1912" marks a 
significant shift from the poem's A-B-B-A quatrains to a five line A-B-B-A-A stanza, in 
which the fifth line is shortened to six syllables. After his imaginative session with the 
postcards ends, the poet returns to four-line verse for the segment's final two stanzas. 
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The addition of a fifth line seems indicative of his imagination being at work here like 
never before. The obscene sexual images that the postcards convey attend to his own 
submerged desires. His description of one of the main actors in the scenes as "in 
resurrection from his underwear" indicates a return to fleshly desires that had been long 
forgotten-the additional line in these stanzas may also be seen to represent such a 
resurrection. The obscene image portrayed with "gaining an underworld to harrow" 
alludes to the actor's return to cultivating this earthly side of himself. This segment lends 
to a hint of reform in response to the poet's previous "rigor vitae." His contemplation of 
the postcards contrasts with his earlier trip to the hammam in its being a more effective 
attempt to reactivate his flesh. This scene enacts an alteration to the manner by which he 
had referred to himself in the third person while at the hammam-in this case he projects 
himself into the anonymous actors shown in the postcards. With regard to his referring to 
the two actors of these scenes as a "monstrous pair," Y enser recalls that the poet had 
previously judged himself as being a monster (131). His interest in this pair-"Who are 
they? What does their charade convey?"-becomes understood as an inquiry into 
himself. His use of the word "charade" to depict the action of the two characters suggests 
his detachment from the meaning entailed by such a bodily act and recalls such a 
detachment from poem' s first section. However, the poet's use of form at this point in 
the poem demonstrates a marked progression of his condition. Whereas he had once 
portrayed his detached state by lapsing into a rather delirious, uncertain rhyme scheme, 
he now takes control of the situation by carefully implementing a new and regularized 
format. 
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The following quotations that the poet inserts into the piece demonstrate the 
insightful interruptions summoned with his modified verse. The additional line found in 
the previous stanzas corresponds to his resurrection of his body through the act of 
masturbation alluded to in the segment. A break in his form arises as he achieves a 
moment of release. 
"The soul, which in infancy, could not be told from the body, came with age to resemble a body 
one no longer had, whose transports went far beyond what passes, now, for sensation. All irony 
aside, the libertine was ' in search of his soul'; nightly he labored to regain those fire lit 
lodgings ... Likewise, upon the Earth's mature body we inflict a wealth of gross experience-
drugs, drills, bombardments-with what effect? A stale frisson, a waste of resources all too 
analogous to our own. Natural calamities (tumor and apoplexy no less than flood and volcano) 
may at last be hailed as positive reassurances, peverse, if you like, of life in the old girl yet." 
-GERMAIN NAHMAN 
" . .. faced with such constant bickering, Cynthia would have to pinch herself to recall how warmly 
and deeply those two did, in fact, love one another." 
-A.H. CLARENDON, Psyche's Sisters 
In citing the first passage, the poet clearly asserts his realization of the integral 
relationship between body and soul, the inherent separation of the two, and the 
reintegration that might occur with the infliction of "gross perversions" upon the body. 
These "grotesque" actions, such as the libertine pursued, were in fact efforts to transcend 
the limiting constructs of the body, those that prevented it from uniting with its 
complementary aspect, the soul. Such an ideal becomes increasingly unattainable as the 
earthly body matures, straying further from this original unity and becoming increasingly 
ignorant of its desires to return. In this light, the poet's facial paralysis comes to be seen 
as a prompt, a startling reminder that sends him reeling back to his essential desires. 
Likewise, Yenser indicates the poet's palsy as appearing at this point "less a sign of 
spiritual paralysis than a perverse indication of spiritual life" (133). The following quote 
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connects directly to the one preceding it. Based on this context, "those two" may be 
identified as referring to the body and the soul, and Cynthia's pinching herself may be 
seen as her activating her body so to incite a memory of the soul. In such an act, one 
finds the essence of self-interruption. By traumatizing himself, the poet recalls his own 
self-awareness and reactivates his self's initial transcendent desires. In terms of his work, 
Merrill's self-interruption forces him to take a critical look at this body, that which he has 
been creating as his home, his "self', and to seek a way of reviving its constructs to that 
which lie beyond them. 
Love. Warmth. Fist of sunlight at last 
Pounding emphatic on the gulf. High wails 
From your white ship: The heart prevails! 
Affirm it! Simple decency rides the blast!-
Phrases that, quick to smell blood, lurk like sharks 
Within a style's transparent lights and darks. 
The lips part. The plume trembles. You're afloat 
Upon the breathing, all-reflecting deep. 
The past recedes and twinkles, falls asleep. 
Fear is unworthy, say the stars by rote: 
What destinations have been yours till now 
Unworthy, says the leaping prow. 
0 skimmer of deep blue 
Volumes fraught with rhyme and reason, 
Once the phosphorescent meshes loosen 
And the objects of your quest slip through, 
Almost you can overlook a risen 
Brow, a thin, black dawn on the horizon. 
Except that in this virgin hemisphere 
One city calls you-towers, drums, conches, bells 
Tolling each year's more sumptuous farewells 
To flesh. Among the dancers on the pier 
Glides one figure in a suit of bones, 
Whose savage grace alerts the chaperones. 
He picks you out from thousands. He intends 
Perhaps no mischief. Yet the dog-brown eyes 
In the chalk face that stiffens as it dries 
Pierce you with the eyes of those three friends. 
The mask begins to melt upon your face. 
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A hush has fallen in the marketplace, 
"Love. Warmth. Fist of sunlight at last"-this line strikingly contrasts with the 
poet's sentiment of "Cold. A wind rising ... " after his recalling a memory of childhood 
warmth in the poem's first section. Whereas in "Rigor Vitae," the warming childhood 
memory of his grandmother had revived his body and he had resumed writing in the first 
person only to find his body utterly disconnected from his surroundings, here the poet 
awakens on rather different terms in which he refers to himself in the second person and 
invokes a new verse form of an A-B-B-A-C-C rhyme scheme in each of the six line 
stanzas. The additional couplet demonstrates his unleashing of the invocative powers of 
his form. These two final lines serve to check the optimism of the lines that come before 
them, so that the poet counters his own triumph with an opposing force having surfaced 
from the inner reaches of his psyche. "The heart prevails! Affirm it! Simple decency 
rides the blast!" the speaker exclaims, triumphant, then lowers his pitch in the last two 
lines of the stanza: "Phrases that, quick to smell blood, lurk like sharks I Within a style's 
transparent lights and darks." These lines carry a more sober statement regarding the 
poet's work. The notion of a style as having "transparent lights and darks" contrasts with 
his earlier work that had come off as rather opaque. The direction he now appears 
inclined to take with his work is such that his "mask" of metaphor would serve more as a 
mesh. Rather than tempting the "deep" by letting his words invoke eternal visions and 
then attempting to contain them just beneath the surface, he now allows these aspects to 
seep through. "The lips part. The plume trembles. You're afloat I Upon the breathing, 
all-reflecting deep"-the second stanza departs upon a breath of ecstasy at this newfound 
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manner of creation. The poet has essentially turned the tables of his creative process. 
His poetry has become more adept at being what Moffett observes as "the perennial life-
preserver." As opposed to being like a solid sheet of ice, tense from the dangerous force 
brimming just beneath it, his work becomes more like a raft that stays afloat upon the 
immense force by remaining partial to it, by letting it through and allowing it to breathe 
so that he might soar upon it. In the third stanza, the speaker addresses himself as 
"skimmer of deep blue I Volumes fraught with rhyme and reason," indicating the poet's 
intentions to remove the crafted layer from the surface of his work, which he asserts as 
containing all the substance of the deep blue, despite its having been hidden from view. 
The phrase, "Once the phosphorescent meshes loosen I And the objects of your quest slip 
through," indicates the "objects of your quest" as being those consciously sought ends 
that had motivated his earlier work, those that he had sought from without rather than let 
rise from within. 
In each of the stanzas in this section, the final couplet marks a turn in both tone and 
content. By integrating this pivotal element into his clean-cut quatrains, the poet 
generates a friction that enlivens his form, bringing warmth to it. The use of the second 
person voice in this segment likewise corresponds to his sense of triumph and contrasts to 
the first person he had used earlier upon returning to the city after the hamam. This 
triumph has to do with his becoming ecstatically elevated from his bodily confines, from 
his stringent form, rather than his being desperately, deliriously detached from it. His 
past no longer binds him from his future for he has become once again enlivened toward 
all that lives and breathes around him. "What destinations have been yours till now I 
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Unworthy, says the leaping prow"-at this point the poet has attained a freedom from his 
self-imposed restraints. Such a result differs from the poet's predicament earlier in the 
poem when he had felt utterly detached from his surroundings. His ability to connect 
with reality occurs as he reworks his form, releasing himself from its constraints. 
The most drastic turn in this segment occurs with the final couplet in the third 
stanza. At this point the opposing force within the poet outweighs his triumph and halts 
his sense of freedom and departure. Just as he nears escape from the fatal pursuits of his 
past, a lingering aspect beckons his return: " .. .in this virgin hemisphere I One city calls 
you-towers, drums, conches, bells ... ". The city is identifiable as Rio, the city of 
Carnival-"Tolling each year's more sumptuous farewells I To flesh,"-the city whose 
celebrated worldliness corresponds ultimately to a celebration of death. The very idea of 
death manifests itself within the confines of flesh in Rio, weaving obscenely among its 
morbid celebrators: "Among the dancers on the pier I Glides one figure in a suit of 
bones, I Whose savage grace alerts the chaperones." The city, having snagged the 
speaker back within its lively dirge, brings him face to face with his own death in the 
eerie scene portrayed in the segment's fifth stanza. The "death" that the poet confronts at 
this point is less of a brush with physical demise than it is a threat of spiritual doom. His 
physical defeat does not appear at this point to be on Death's agenda-"He intends I 
Perhaps no mischief." Yet he has sought the poet out specifically and pierced him "with 
the eyes of those three friends." Returning to haunt his mind again, seeing straight 
through him, the three friends present the poet with a projection of the self-effacing 
forces at work within him. The inverse effects that occur at this showdown in which 
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Death's "chalk face ... stiffens as it dries," and the poet' s "mask begins to melt upon [his] 
face," portrays the poet's dissolution in the face of this defined eternity, that which he 
must not behold for long. 
By the end of the fifth stanza, the poet's emboldened use of form has brought him 
face to face with the dark prospect lying in the depths of his psyche. As the showdown 
between him and Death approaches its climax, "A hush has fallen in the marketplace." 
Tension fills in the blank space: 
And now the long adventure 
Let that wait. 
I'm tired, it' s late at night. 
Tomorrow, if it is given me to conquer 
An old distrust of imaginary scenes, 
Scenes not lived through yet, the few final lines 
Will lie on the page and the whole ride at anchor. 
I'm home, of course. It's winter. Real 
Snow fills the road. On the unmade 
Brass bed lies my adored Scheherezade, 
Eight-ninth's asleep, tail twitching to the. steel 
Band of the stream heat's dissonant calypso. 
The wind has died. Where would I be 
If not here? There's so little left to see! 
Lost friends, my long ago 
Voyagers, I bless you for sore 
Limbs and mouth kissed, face bronzed and lined, 
An earth held up, a text not wholly undermined 
By fluent passages of metaphor. 
"And now the long adventure," the speaker playfully drones his resignation to Death. An 
apprehensive curiosity fills the white space. The climax approaches dutifully-and never 
occurs. The speaker suddenly interrupts, dispelling the entire scene with refreshingly 
short, casual lines: "Let that wait. I I'm tired, it's late at night." The poet snaps himself 
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into reality with these colloquial words, turning his back on the imagined scene's 
conclusion. In doing so, he demonstrates what he admits in the following stanza as his " 
old distrust of imaginary scenes." Within the first two lines of this stanza, the poet 
effectively connects Death with this "old distrust." In the stanza' s third line, "the few 
final lines" following "Scenes not lived through yet," suggests his projection into this 
imaginary future as being that which would bring his poem to a close, "and the whole 
ride at anchor." 
But he chooses not to take this route. The following stanza finds the poet safe and 
sound, at "home, of course." He leaves his imaginative realm and returns to his own 
body, resuming the first person voice and the A-B-B-A quatrains. "It' s winter. Real I 
Snow fills the road. On the unmade I Brass bed lies my adored Scheherezade, I Eight-
ninths asleep ... ". The "realness" of the scene sets a calm on the speaker. And yet, even 
as his "adored Scheherezade" serves as one of those very real aspects that comforts him 
so, his pointed description of its being "eight-ninths asleep" undermines the notion of this 
physically reality. His description of the Scheherazade reflects his current notion of 
humans in general not being in full command of their potential faculties. What passes for 
life among humans is a dreamworld of half-conscious responses to environmental stimuli, 
much as the sleeping Scheherezade's "tail twitching to the steel II Band of the stream 
heat's dissonant calypso." The speaker relates this notion to himself as he states, "The 
wind has died. Where would I be I If not here?"-as though without the physical 
sensation of the wind he would potentially lose awareness of himself. The line goes on to 
say, "There's so little left to see!" The poet has realized thepower of imagination, or at 
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least, the true nature of the relationship that reality and imagination share. His all too 
poignant experience of Rio contrasts his feeling of unreality in Istanbul, even though Rio 
was a mere figment of his imagination while Istanbul was not. His deeply felt experience 
of Rio results from his newly arrived at ability to work with form, an ability he had 
lacked in Istanbul. The contrast between his experience in these two cities, one real and 
one imagined, clearly demonstrates his form as a construct through which he manifests 
his own experiences. 
The poet's referring to his "long ago II Voyages" as "Lost friends" indicates his 
departure from the prospect of those actual, in-the-flesh explorations, that is, his strict 
formal tendencies of the past. Such strict adherence to form was the prime mechanism by 
which his earlier work had been maintained. At this point in his work, as he nears the 
close of "The Thousand and Second Night," the maintenance of a sense of uncertainty 
has become the action of the piece-this uncertainty has become the poet's home. In the 
stanza' s final two lines, his blessing extends its gratitude to these "voyages" for "An 
earth held up, a text not wholly undermined I By fluent passages of metaphor." By the 
end of the poem's third section, the poet has completed an arc begun the first section. He 
has returned to his regular form, yet persists in subverting its appearance with fluid 
enjambments. In the final stanza, a tension lies in the potential double meaning to be 
found in the phrase "wholly undermined," in which, the word "wholly" beckons 
replacement by its homonym, "holy," wherein the entire dynamic of the fragment 
changes, as does its meaning. The word "holy" comes to modify the "text," in which 
case it is "not holy" and therefore susceptible to being "undermined I By fluent passages 
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of metaphor." As he concludes the section with a departure from his past use of form, the 
poet imparts a tension regarding form-whether it is essentially constructive or 
deconstructive. The former posited meaning of the passage would support the former 
conclusion, in which form is constructive for its ability to withstand deconstructive 
forces, at least to some degree. The latter posited meaning supports the latter conclusion 
that form is deconstructive for its ability to dismantle unworthy constructs. The echo of 
this tension becomes the lasting effect of the third section. 
4 
Now if the class will turn back to his, er, 
Poem's first section-Istanbui-I shall take 
What little time is left today to make 
Some brief points. So. The rough pentameter 
Quatrains give way, you will observe, to three 
Interpolations, prose as well as verse. 
Does it come through how each in turn refers 
To mind, body, and soul (or memory)? 
It does? Good. No, I cannot say offhand 
Why this should be. I find it vaguely satis-
Yes please? The poet quotes too much? Hm. That is 
One way to put it. Mightn't he have planned 
For his own modest effort to be seen 
Against the yardstick of the "truly great" 
(In Spender's phrase)? Fearing to overstate, 
He lets them do it-lets their words, I mean, 
Enhance his-Yes, what now? Ah. How and when 
Did he "affirm"? Why, constantly. And how else 
But in the form. Form's what affirms. That's well 
Said, ifl do--[Bells ring.] Go, gentlemen. 
The poem's fourth section begins with its being the first that the poet saw fit not to 
title. This is also the first section in which he takes a serious step away from the poem 
that he has thus far been developing, a poem which at this point has made a full arc. By 
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the end of the third section "Carnivals" a new status quo has been achieved that responds 
to the point of departure in the first section, "Rigor Vitae." The poem has achieved a 
degree of wholeness by the end of the third section; the poet's stepping outside of this 
entity expands it to a new dimension, bringing it off the page and into the round. By 
assuming a vantage point a degree removed from the poem, he maximizes the self-
interruption, which ultimately serves to act as a type of failsafe checkpoint, where he 
pokes and pries the work to expose any potential weaknesses. The setting of a classroom 
implies the vulnerability of the poem as it remains under construction. The professor 
emits a very human "er" in the first line that embodies the inherent spirit of uncertainty 
lending to self-interruption. The rhythm of this section differs drastically from the rest of 
the poem in its being riddled with the pauses and uncertain gestures of colloquial speech. 
The professor's explanation to his class of the mechanisms at work in the poem's first 
section implies the poet's own insecurity at their effectiveness; by calling them to 
attention, he prompts an analysis of the implications of these mechanisms. The poem's 
fourth section demonstrates the manner by which he has turned himself inside out with 
the poem, truly putting himself at stake, and the insecurity he feels in this new manner of 
working. His quoting of others, an action that one student complains occurs too often, 
might be seen as his lingering drive to hide himself in his work. This idea finds support 
in the professor's defense of the poet's excessive quoting which he suggests as reflecting 
the poet's fear "to overstate." Such a fear would indicate the poet's fear of pouring 
himself too forcefully into the poem, perhaps over-exposing himself. The professor's 
opening up the piece to discussion in the class however, indicates the poet's desire to 
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keep such actions of hiding himself in check, as they would ultimately lead to 
dissatisfaction on his part. 
The students put the poet and his work to the ultimate test with their final question 
of "How and when I Did he 'affirm'?" The posing of this question calls to mind the 
fearful prospect that its opposite might be true, that he had in fact negated himself with 
the piece. The professor comes immediately to the poet's defense in answering that he 
had "constantly" affirmed, "And how else I But in the form. Form's what affirms," he 
assures the students. However, the professor does not take into consideration the poet's 
manner of constantly interspersing his form with subversive formal aspects. He does not 
consider the manner in which the poet unravels his form just as he creates it: although 
the piece generally adheres to an A-B-B-A rhyme scheme, the poet constantly 
undermines this scheme with his variations of the stanza, his use of off-rhyme and his 
bouts of quotation. Merrill's cutting off of the professor's statement as the class abruptly 
ends ironically undermines the professor's affirmation of the quality of his answer; this · 
instance demonstrates how interruption, the breaking down of form, ultimately serves as 
Merrill's affirmation of his form. He ultimately signifies himself as the only one in the 
position to check his own proceedings and prevent himself from setting off on a path of 
flimsy form. Interruption itself becomes an integral aspect of his form. 
5 
And when the long adventure reached its end, 
I saw the Sultan in a glass, grown old, 
While she, his fair wife still, her tales all told, 
Smiled at him fondly. "0 my dearest friend ." 
Said she, "and lord and master from the first, 
Release me now. Your servant would refresh 
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Her soul in that cold fountain which the flesh 
Knows now. Grant this, for I am faint with thirst." 
And he: "But it is I who am your slave. 
Free me, I pray, to go in search of joys 
Unembroidered by your high, soft voice, 
Along that stony path the senses pave." 
They wept, then tenderly embraced and went 
Their ways. She and her fictions soon were one. 
He slept through moonset, woke in blinding sun, 
Too late to question what the tale had meant. 
The scene displayed in the fifth section appears to be the poet's projection to the 
end of his life, in which he sees "the Sultan," his body, "grown old." The Sultan's "fair 
wife still" represents the timeless aspect of soul. The scene dwells on the mortality of the 
body paired with the immortality of the soul, and the parting between the two at the end 
of the body's life. The wife's addressing the Sultan as her "dearest friend . . . and lord and 
master from the first" suggests that the soul had not existed prior to the body, as though it 
had come about as a manifestation of the body. However, the wife ' s subsequently 
imploring her master to "release" her reveals her as merely being bound to his temporal 
condition. Having existed as a function of this condition for a time she became forgetful 
of her own eternal nature, which she now wished to recall: "Your servant would refresh I 
Her soul in that cold fountain which the flesh I Knows not. Grant this, for I am faint with 
thirsts." The Sultan counters her request with his own, saying, "But it is I who am your 
slave. I Free me, I pray, to go in search of joys I Unembroidered by your high," soft voice, 
I Along that stony path the senses pave." The Sultan's request reflects the body's desire 
to be free from the soul's connotations of its every experience, its wish to live through the 
raw sensations of its earthly transports without having all imbued with the soul 's timeless 
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nature. Such a desire on the body's part turns out to be based on the delusion of its being 
wholly independent. For the Sultan's wife, "She and her fictions soon were one." Yet 
for the Sultan, "He slept through moonset, woke in blinding sun, I Too late to question 
what the tale had meant." Ironically, his ability to question the tale's meaning evaporates 
as he disunites with the soul. He is left to bear the lively elements through the ignorant 
constructs of the five senses alone; his experience becomes devoid of any meaning. 
The poem's fifth section, like the fourth, bears no title-these two final sections 
might be considered epilogues for the first three sections. However, the poem as a whole 
purposefully works upon this interaction among its parts; the poem's commenting on 
itself becomes an aspect of its very spirit. In the fifth section, the poem returns to regular 
pentameter after the fourth section's jagged rhythm. The piece concludes upon a regular 
rhythm and rhyme scheme and proceeds to round itself off by personifying its thematic 
elements into the archetypal characters of the Sultan and his wife. Significantly, the 
poem ends at a stalemate: the poet establishes a conclusion only so much as he settles his 
frenzy upon realizing the state of uncertainty that had contributed to his initial crisis. He 
concludes with a realization of the fallacy inherent to his stringent notion of form as an 
affirmation. In his earlier days, the first three sections of this piece, which form a whole 
in themselves, might have stood alone. The two final sections serve to step away and 
seriously criticize the arc achieved in the first three. By integrating this subversive 
element into the whole of the piece, he breathes new life into the formal entity, having to 
do with questioning its very validity. Such a formal interrogation, at once deconstructive 
and revitalizing, becomes the ultimate action of the piece. Only by breaking down his 
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formal far;ade can the poet begin to rebuild it into a structure that is genuine to the core, 
that fully acknowledges itself, that which will truly serve as an affirmation. 
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Part Four: A Return to the Eastern Landscape 
Decades after his first trip to Japan, Merrill returns to the Asian landscape once 
again, this time catching the wave of this otherworldly experience with a more lively and 
moving grace. A piece entitled "Prose of Departure," in his ninth volume, The Inner 
Room (1988), depicts the trip in a manner inspired by the Eastern tradition of travel 
journals, including short prose pieces interspersed with bouts of haiku. In adopting a 
Japanese style of writing to capture his experience there, he blurs the boundaries of the 
self in order to merge into the experience. "Prose of Departure" exemplifies a 
transparency of form that enables the poet to breathe in the spirit of the landscape through 
his work. At a point where he feels his own death drawing ever nearer, he lets himself 
enter into a state of that "chronic ethereality" that he'd been so struck by on his first visit 
to the East. 
"New landscapes express new ideas I have in their presence" (Recitative x), 
Merrill had once explained. "In his first two books Merrill had imagined the riddling 
objects and landscapes of nature and his travels as teasing him, just on the edge of 
releasing hidden meanings" (Kalstone, Five Temperaments 85), much as the poet had 
seemed on the verge of discovering some underlying meaning in "Kyoto: At the 
Detached Palace." Yet the restrictions of form in his earlier work had prevented him 
from gaining the full experience of his surroundings, had kept him locked out of the 
landscape and frustrated at the faint stirrings of meaning that failed to yield themselves. 
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Inasmuch as the poet used his surroundings to reflect his own life, his being locked out of 
a landscape reflected his being locked out of himself. Over time, as his form became less 
of a barrier and more a conductor of meaning, he gained the ability to glean more from 
his surroundings, penetrating more deeply into the landscapes of his own mind. His 
second trip to Japan demonstrates are-visitation to the Far Eastern reaches of his mind, 
and a far more impressive stay therein. 
Kyoto 
Daybreak. Brightest air 
left brighter yet by hairline 
cracks of gossamer. 
TEMPLE pond-work of the mad priest who thought 
he was a beaver? In the foreground roots scrawl their plea for 
clemency upon a golden velvet scroll. Granted, breathe the 
myriad starlets of moss, the dwarf maple's inch-wide asterisks. 
The dead stump is tended as if it had never been more alive. 
'To die without assurance of a cult was the supreme calamity." 
(L. Hearn) 
Once again in the city of Kyoto, the poet finds himself faced with the challenge of 
rendering its purity into form. This segment of "Prose of Departure" is the only one that 
contains no aspect of plot; the sheer impression of this city seems to be all he ever wanted 
or needed to convey of it. For him, there is nothing to Kyoto except a single, endless 
expression of beauty. Whereas he had struggled to understand this concept earlier, had 
tried to impose upon it or round it off in "Kyoto: At the Detached Palace," he responds 
here with a frank, fleeting celebration of what he takes to be the city's simple beauty. 
Demonstrating a fine sensitivity to his subject, the poet gently lowers the haiku's wispy 
fabric upon it. By bringing the essence of his impression into form, he is able to unite 
with it for a breath of eternity. With an exquisite use of the haiku, the poet imparts a 
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fleeting impression with utter clarity and demonstrates his insight into the spirit of this 
form. Edward Seidensticker explains the haiku as that which seeks "to convey a sudden 
awareness of beauty by a mating of opposite or incongruous terms" and "thus 
characteristically fuses motion and stillness" (Seidensticker vii). Each subsequent line of 
the haiku verse elucidates on the image of the preceding line. The effect of movement 
occurs in the illusion of a turn after the end of each line. The image in fact remains static, 
only giving the impression of change as it comes into focus. In this manner, the poet 
effectively enacts his experience of an endless instance of beauty. 
Most of the sections comprising "Prose of Departure" involve prose pieces 
interspersed with haiku. The section "Kyoto" however, is one of the only to begin with 
haiku that is then followed by prose. While the poet feels his experience give way to 
momentary glimpses of the eternal at various points during the trip, his experience of 
Kyoto is the only one that begins in this manner, as if it were always to be experienced 
this way, regardless of one's own plot. Whereas he describes most of the other aspects of 
his trip with his being the subject acting within a given scene, Kyoto is the one place 
where the scene itself seems to constantly displace one's subjective activity. The scene is 
the action; it is always its own plot. Even in the prose record of Kyoto that follows the 
verse, the poet makes no mention of his actions, but continues to display the scene as its 
own: the image of the "temple pond" evokes a memory of its creation; the "roots scrawl 
their plea" to which "Granted, breathe the myriad starlets of moss;" "the dead stump is 
tended as if it had never been more alive." He seems to find more animation in this 
inanimate scene than he would in human life. Kyoto remains for him an image of 
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eternity that keeps on happening before his eyes. By removing himself from the scene he 
becomes able to appreciate it all the more purely, in contrast to his experience of Kyoto 
decades ago with which his presence had interfered. However, the quote with which the 
poet concludes the passage at last refers to him as the one who ultimately dictates his 
perception of the scene. If '"To die without assurance of a cult was the supreme 
calamity,'" then he is animating the scene for himself, imagining its transcendence and 
not getting in the way of it. 
The poet's journey to the East evokes an analogous relationship between form and 
self. In order to enter into a conception of the foreign Japanese landscape, that which 
inevitably lay beyond his own preconceived notions, he had to abandon the concept of his 
self. He had to escape the confines of his form to enter into another. By adopting a 
traditional Japanese form of poetry, he beheld the essence ofthis landscape. Such an 
occurrence demonstrates that the notion of one's "self' is a matter of construction, that 
the idea of a constant self is a mere illusion of form, a form that in fact may be created, 
broken down and re-created. It may thus be said that his early work, which was created 
upon a highly conscious use of form, reflected his attachment to a crafted, artificial sense 
of self. Only once he let go of the need to define himself was he able to make poetry in a 
less conscious manner, letting the form arise as an inherent response to the subject rather 
than as an imposed desire. In fact, this less conscious manner was a reflection of the ultra 
sense of consciousness that had been ingrained in the poet-his profoundly heightened 
awareness of his manner of working was so much a part of him at this point that it 
occurred quite naturally. Likewise, it was only by composing in a less conscious manner 
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that he was able to free himself from the illusion of his individual self and awaken to a 
common experience that transcends individuality, that is eternal. 
In order to enter the Eastern landscapes of his psyche, the poet had to negate his 
crafted sense of self, and in doing so seems to have shattered his old intention of 
affirming through the form. In fact, he has only now discovered the true nature of 
affirmation-that to affirm one must constantly negate. One finds his observations from 
his first trip to Japan riddled with an unconscious awareness of this inevitable conclusion: 
"A chronic ethereality. Given any choice in the matter, these people would not exist 
physically. Neither would their rooms, their clothes, their verses. It is the idea of the 
room (or kimono or haiku), more than any embodiment of it, that has become their 
triumph. And it is a triumph, oh dear me, yes" (Recitative 145). What seems to have so 
deeply impressed the poet about this landscape is the idea it actively conveys of 
embracing death within life: 
The concept of impermanence has for some time been an integral theme in Japanese culture, 
specifically in Japanese literature. In his book, The Pleasures of Japanese Literature, Donald Keene 
observes, "The Japanese were perhaps the first to discover the special pleasure of impermanence, 
and .... believed that impermanence was a necessary element in beauty" (Heine 373-374). The keen 
awareness of the Japanese to this pleasure relates directly to the Japanese idea of mono no aware, a 
concept invented by the literary scholar Motoori Norinaga and derived from the term aware, which 
in Heian Japan referred to a "sadness" or "sensitivity to things" (Hooker 1); or as Steven Heine 
defines it in his essay on The Meaning of Impermanence in Japanese Religion, "a poignant sadness 
at the passing of things" (Heine 374). The core element behind these ideas is the Japanese approach 
to the concept of death. The Japanese acknowledgement of the impermanence of things shows that 
they accept death and face it squarely, rather than avoiding it. For the Japanese, death is an 
affirmation that is "coexistent with or even having a priority over life." As Kishimoto Hideo 
describes it, "for the Japanese, death is within life" (Heine 374-376). 
I (Egan, Impermanence) 
1 
This quote has been taken from an unpublished paper that I wrote for an undergraduate course. The quote by Hooker may be found 
in an academic glossary at the following webpage: http ://www.wsu.edu/-dee/GLOSSARY/MONO.HTM. 
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The notion of embracing death within life surely refreshed the poet no end, as he had 
been holding himself up to death in one way or another throughout his career, first 
warding it off then leveling with it. To embrace death would take the poet one step 
further to his having enacted a full inversion of his initial stance: having once turned 
away from death, now turning toward it; having once blocked it out, now inviting it in; 
having once dreaded it as a constant threat, now experiencing it constantly to be released. 
Given the his manner of generating his own warmth within the world by creating his own 
realm on the flipside of the status quo, this might be seen as the ultimate inversion, the 
ultimate warmth. Although the idea of the East's embrace of death in life had been made 
apparent to the poet on his initial visit to Japan, it is only as he comes to embrace death 
within his poetic form that he rises upon this wave of impermanence. 
Merrill ' s launch into prose signifies a new spirit of creation that is a significant 
inversion to his previous manner of working. The main difference between poetry and 
prose has to do with poetry' s employing the use of the line, a device that prose distinctly 
lacks. The use of the line in poetry entails the enforcing of a regular pattern that the poet 
generally adheres to, enabling his variations to produce a desired emphasis. Prose, on the 
other hand, does not rely so heavily on manipulations of its formal structure to manifest 
desired effects. The looser formal frequencies that occur in prose defers the most 
primary task of figuration to the writer's mind, in which he must discern the minute 
effects of a piece without a reliance on form. Whereas in the past Merrill had employed a 
wide array of poetic devices including heavy symbolism and complex modes of metaphor 
and had enacted all such devices as emanations from a relatively fixed subject, here he 
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conveys the flow of his consciousness into form in a more raw and transparent manner. 
In his earliest work, he stilled the life force of his subjects; here he does not dwell on any 
particular moment or aspect for more than the fleeting amount of time that he himself 
experiences it. Thus, with every passing second a death occurs, a death of the moment 
itself. The' manner by which he continues to let these deaths occur demonstrates his 
newfound ability to ride the churning wave of time that causes death after death beneath 
him. His elevation becomes his acceptance of each passing death. The effect that he 
attains with his prose however, occurs in his application of the values offered by this 
form to his own personal manner of working. He does not altogether abandon his own 
style by diverging to an alternative form, but rather gathers the energy of this form into 
his own. The same might be said for his use of haiku. His ability to fuse his own form 
with these others so organically further demonstrates his deeply internalized notion of 
form; how, deriving more as a function of the subject than as a result of his conscious 
desires, it has come to serve as a nearly transparent medium. The more he sheds the 
notion of his self in the name of what he is experiencing, the more his own invisibility 
seems to increase as he appears to let the experience become of him. 
River Trip 
SHORT walk through fields to soft-drink stand where 
boats wait-all aboard! Creak of rope oarlock. One man pulls 
the single oar, another poles, a third steers, a fourth stands by 
to relieve the first. High-up shrine, bamboo glade. Woodland 
a cherry tree still in bloom punctuates like gunsmoke. Egret 
flying upstream, neck cocked. Entering the (very gentle) rap-
ids everyone gasps with pleasure. The little waves break back-
wards, nostalgia con moto, a drop of fresh water thrills the 
cheek. And then? Woodland, bamboo glade, high-up shrine. 
Years of this have tanned and shriveled the boatmen. For after 
all, the truly exhilarating bits 
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were few, far between 
- boulders goaded past, dumb beasts 
mantled in glaSs-green 
gush-and patently 
led where but to the landing, 
· the bridge, the crowds. We 
step ashore, in our clumsiness hoping not to spill these brief 
impressions. 
The transient progression of images in "River Trip" creates the effect of following 
the speaker's own frame of vision in real time. Each new image does not necessarily 
correspond to a new scene but rather to a shift in his focal point. For example, the image 
of the oar men on the boat, specifically the fourth standing by, gives way to an image of 
"High up shrine, bamboo glade. Woodland." One can imagine the speaker looking up 
and suddenly shifting his focus to the scenic view laid out beyond the oar man's standing 
figure. His focal point continues to shift from "Woodland" to hone in on a specific 
aspect, "a cherry tree in bloom." The effect of fluidity that the poet creates mimics his 
own flowing awareness. This fluidity demonstrates a quality that Marie-Claude Legault 
attributes to "Prose of Departure" as a whole, a quality that in tum reflects the poet's 
general manner of working in the autumn of his career. This manner entails a sense of 
"immediacy" (Legault 38), whereupon the poem "concerns itself with present actions," 
and "the events described are happening as the reader turns the pages" (39). Legault 
describes these attributes as signifying the poet's transcendence of "his earlier fixation 
with static imagery and past experiences" (39). Although he continues to focus on 
imagery, he does so now with a new emphasis placed on the importance of each moment 
constantly giving way to the next. The focal point of the fifth sentences glides to that of 
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the sixth, from "a cherry tree in bloom" to an "egret." The description contained within 
these two subjects, despite syntactical indication, easily applies to both. Just as the 
cherry tree "punctuates" the woodland "like gunsmoke," so the egret in flight 
"punctuates" the cherry tree. The description "punctuates like gunsmoke" provides an 
entirely different image when applied to each subject, and a curious effect occurs at this 
clever play in which the two distinct imagistic events are seamlessly bound. The deeper 
implications here have to do with the world that the poet is now seen to be creating for 
himself-a world in which all derives from one exquisite utterance that expands into a 
multiplicity of moments only in lieu of the nature of perception implied in the 
temporally-bound human condition. He demonstrates a graceful acceptance of this 
condition in the way he renders it. He nods recognition and rejoices at this timeless 
essence, but also rejoices at the matter produced in passing it through his own timely 
aspect. In this latter point one finds evidence of Alison Lurie' s impression of her friend 
Merrill having had an "instinctive scorn of fools, once only half-concealed by good 
manners," that eventually "relaxed and gave way to "a detached, affectionate amusement, 
such as a highly civilized visitor from another planet might feel." If the poet had once 
struggled to maintain himself among an awareness of conflicting forces , being in tune 
with eternity while also at the mercy of time ("Father Time and Mother Earth I A 
marriage on the rocks"), he seems to now have come to discover the true pleasure 
inherent to form. His enlightenment occurs at his having imbued his form with the 
fluidity of time. In doing so he has reconnected himself to the timeless essence of the 
soul from which his body sprung. 
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The "River Trip" section of "Prose of Departure" depicts the concept of life as a 
brief stint of form within a timeless oblivion. It narrates the poet's sightseeing venture on 
the river, setting out and then doubling back to its point of departure, containing peak 
moments in the interim. "Entering the (very gentle) rap- I ids everyone gasps with 
pleasure"-the Freudian reference here cannot be overlooked. The break in the word 
"rapids" that places "ids" on the following line not far from the word "pleasure" alludes 
to that most primitive aspect of the human mind, identified by Freud as the "id," that 
operates solely on the "pleasure principle." The next image, in which "The little waves 
break back - I wards," suggests a sexual reference in this context. Continuing on in this 
vein, the following words refer to orgasm in a nearly silent, though nonetheless present 
manner: " ... nostalgia con moto, a drop of fresh water thrills the I cheek." The "thrill" of 
this moment seems to derive from its being that of a recollection brought on through 
some inherently passionate drive-"nostalgia con moto"-subconscious delight brought 
on by a momentary reconnection with formlessness. This concept comes further into 
light considering the notion of "la petite mort," a popular French term for orgasm, 
translating to "little death," a brief moment of release from form, a moment of death 
within life. "And then? Woodland, bamboo glade, high-up shrine"-the peak moment 
recedes, doubling back to its point of departure, as the reverse order of the scenery 
indicates. "Years of this have tanned and shriveled the boatmen," the poet observes, 
reflecting time's inevitable toll on the body. After the moment of release he returns to 
the time-ridden bodies of the boatmen. He continues to reflect, "For after I all, the truly 
exhilarating bits"-at this point he leaps off the precipice of prose and into the ravine 
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where bouts of haiku float in the open space. He gives the impression of launching into a 
delicate rendering of these "exhilarating bits," yet proceeds to do the precise opposite, to 
describe the accumulation of mundane moments that seem to recur again and again in life 
and that give the impression of time's wearing interminably on. It seems both spiritually 
and typographically counterintuitive to use haiku to give form to the monotonous fabric 
of life, especially after having enacted a peak moment arisen from this fabric in prose. In 
the poet's rendition the high points have become the fabric, and the baseline a figment. 
The effect of this inversion has its own implications regarding the fact of his gaining on 
death in his work just as his life approaches its winter. Perhaps rather than moving closer 
to death and further from life, he may be seen as moving farther from the accumulation of 
his past and closer to the present moment; in the prose, he portrays the height of being in 
the moment, at which point of absorption all else falls away. 
The poet must continue to flow and not dwell on the experience after it ends. The 
form that he gives this experience is the only one that could ever contain it-that which 
immediately lets it go. The "end" of this section of "Prose of Departure" suggests no 
more than his lifting up his pen the moment he steps off the boat. Because the piece 
never formally ends, it continues to live. The moment aligns itself with the passage of 
time in that it does not round itself off as an entity but instead passes by. This contrasts 
to the poet's rendering of his experience at Kyoto on his first trip to Japan. At the close 
of "Kyoto: At the Detached Palace" he reflected, "Past where paths end I And the 
unraked sand I Long after fall of night I Retains a twilight." By imagining the scene's 
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existence after he'd left, he had tried awkwardly to hold onto something that he could 
only experience in passing. 
The spirit that entailed the poet's adoption of the haiku form in "Prose of 
Departure" permeates the entire piece, a piece that in tum aptly signifies his newest 
manner of building "houses" of poetry. He now builds in a manner considerably defined 
by Kamo no Chomei's thoughts regarding dwelling places: 
Chomei chooses to focus his account on man's dwellings and the fact that they often represent 
man's defiant ignorance of life's inherent impermanence. What is a house if not a fixed structure 
that man builds around himself in defiance of nature's harsh winds, a form of stability meant to 
stand against nature's wild fluency? Chomei compares the master in his dwelling to "a dewdrop 
vying in ephemerality with the morning glory where it forms" (380), suggesting that neither will 
remain forever, that either the structure will falter and the man be forced to find a new dwelling, or 
the dwelling will outlive the man and see others move in and out as its temporary inhabitants. 
Chomei expresses a dissonance between man and nature reflected in the pains that man takes to 
build great structures which exists under the pretense of being on a pedestal to nature and resistant 
to its dynamic force. Chomei identifies this as a form of attachment that can only cause for pain 
when nature inevitably forces one to let go. Instead, Chomei asserts that man should live in 
harmony with nature by inhabiting simple dwellings ... 
(Egan, Impermanence)2 
This description aligns with Legault's observation of a sense of "immediacy" in Merrill's 
latest manner of working, a sense that corresponds with his newly developed attitude 
toward protecting, or sheltering himself. Whereas he had once devoted himself to 
creating a fortified structure designed to resist outside forces, to separate him from them 
and define his own personal space that contained all the relics of his past and that would 
stand resilient to the forces of time and change, the poet has now become something of a 
nomad, wandering in and out of temporary forms to suit each given moment, accepting 
2 
This quote has been taken from an unpublished paper I wrote for an undergraduate course. The quote by Kamo no Chomei was 
taken from his short piece Account of my Hermitage found in Classical Japanese Prose: An Anthology, compiled by Helen 
McCullough and published by Stanford University Press in 1990. 
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change and not clinging to possessions from his past. By altering his poetic outlook, the 
poet has freed himself from the constant threat that "nature's wild fluency" inevitably 
bears upon all artificial constructs. By engaging with the Far Eastern reaches of his 
mind-those that had lain dormant like a "black coast" ever since his waking into the 
"frantic West," and that had grown ever more distant throughout his upbringing there-
he has awakened his mind to an awareness of totality. His discovery of these regions has 
released him from the illusive notion of his constructed self, his body, and connected him 
with a more transcendent energy. The poet's achievement of this sought after unity 
reflects a full embrace of his own Eastern hemisphere and his rendering its passivity ("the 
passive East") into an active component of himself. This infusion is born upon a purely 
Romantic Orientalism that derives distinctly from a Western point of view. It is such a 
projection of his own vantage point that the poet required; whereas the unknown element 
of his soul had once seemed a deconstructive threat to his form, it now comes into focus 
as being the very life force he had lacked. 
Bunraku 
. .. The lovers neither spoke nor acted-how couid they? 
Their words came from the joruri, or reciter, who shares with the 
samisen player a dais at the edge of the stage. Upon taking his 
place the joruri performs an obeisance, lifting the text rever-
ently to his brow. It is a specialized art-what art is not?-and 
he glories in it. He has mastered Koganosuke' s noble accents, 
the heroine's mewing, and the evil warlord's belly-laugh which 
goes on for minutes and brings down the house. To function 
properly each puppet requires three manipulators. These, 
with the joruri, are the flesh and blood of this National Theater, 
and come to stand for-stand in for-the overruling passions, 
the social or genetic imperatives, that propel a given character. 
Seldom do we the living, for that matter, feel more "ourselves" 
than when spoken through, or motivated, by "invisible" forces 
such as these. It is especially true if, like a puppet overcome 
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by woe, we also appear to be struggling free of them. (Lesser 
personages make do with two manipulators, or only one.) 
" ... wonderful today ... !" 
you yawned that night. It moved me: 
words began to play 
like a fountain deep 
in gloom. Did love reach out your 
arm then? Sorrow? Sleep? 
On this second visit to Japan, the poet gains a lasting insight into an idea he had 
struggled with the first time around having to do with what it means "to be moved." 
Although he still refrains from identifying these" 'invisible"' animating forces," he now 
describes them as those which, speaking through a person, make him feel most himself. 
This admission reflects his realization of the timeless energy flowing through all human 
beings, "like a fountain deep I in gloom." This formless energy is essentially that which 
those in life refer to as "death," for it is an energy that exists in its purest state outside of 
life. It perpetuates itself both before and after the bodily form comes and goes, and yet, 
given such a vessel, it continues to flow, becoming the very force that animates the form, 
that gives it life. 
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Conclusion 
As a newborn child, a soul departed from some other formless realm, first enters 
the world, so James Merrill, setting out on his journey into the world of form, had but a 
dim awareness of the actual meaning of this journey; it began for him as a subconscious 
kinship, a "fondness for given arrangements." Perhaps this arose as a result of his own 
instinctual awareness of the formlessness that lay beneath, an awareness prompted early 
on in his life when he became the child of a broken home. His subtle inclination toward 
"interior spaces, the shape and correlation of rooms in a house," developed into a 
passionate exploration of the inner workings of form that brought him closer to a 
confrontation with his own intuition of the formlessness that inevitably lies just beyond. 
Soon he had engaged in a full-fledged endeavor to counter this formlessness, to maintain 
himself against it; though the more he built up his restraints by petrifying all that was 
subject to time and change, the more he unnaturally distinguished himself from the very 
essence of his being. The more the distinction grew, the more the forces opposed; the 
tighter the poet's form became, the stronger the threat of formlessness grew. 
In "The Thousand and Second Night," his breaking point occurred. At this time of 
being fully grown in the world, be was furthest from his formless beginning. Immersed 
in his bodily form, he was devoid of all recollection of his soul. Suddenly overcome with 
a poignant awareness of this absence, it became apparent to him that it was these very 
memories of formlessness that his struggle with form had been about all . along. The poet 
halted in his progress, interrupting the state of his work, causing a fissure in the fabric of 
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his form that let some of the formlessness rise through ("I woke today I With an absurd 
complaint. .. "). Likewise, the matured body has but to incite in the flesh a moment of 
forgetting itself so to experience fleetingly the formless state of his past-'The soul, 
which in infancy could not be told from the body ... ' 
After discerning the true aim of his pursuit with more clarity, the poet proceeded 
toward coming nearly full circle in his journey by turning his mannerisms inside-out and 
unleashing the objects of his invocations. Symbols that had been based far too loosely on 
the notion of something actual to bear much meaning gave way to being intensely 
indicative of both the figurative and the literal at once. At last these symbols came to 
verge on the actual and to be of a timeless beauty that reflected the poet's sensitivity to 
the ephemeral. Moving beyond its peak moment, his form becomes ever more 
translucent, beginning to make its way back toward a formless point of departure that it 
would approach in death. As his life wore on, the poet's frenzy to create simmered to a 
calm and reverent fascination. His lifelong pursuit of craft equipped him with a form that 
had been rigorously practiced and was well-endowed with an awareness of itself. Such 
accomplishment made it all the more well suited to contain death's cool breath, that 
which infused his work ever more, so that the transparency of his form acquired a final, 
crystalline sheen. 
Losing the Marbles 
7 
After the endless jokes, this balmy winter 
Around the pool about the missing marbles, 
What was more natural than for my birthday 
To get-from the friend whose kiss that morning woke me-
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A pregnantly clicking pouch of targets and strikers, 
Aggies and rainbows, the opaque chalk-red ones, 
Clear ones with DNA-like wisps inside, 
Others like polar tempests vitrified . . . 
These I've embedded at random in the deck-slats 
Around the pool. (The pool!-compact, blue, dancing, 
Lit-from-beneath oubliette.) By night their sparkle 
Repeats the garden lights, or moon- or starlight, 
Tinily underfoot, as though the very 
Here and now were becoming a kind of heaven 
To sit in, talking, largely mindless of 
The risen, cloudy brilliances above. 
"Losing the Marbles," a piece that appears in the final section of The Inner Room, 
continues to draw upon the volume's theme of old age and approaching death. The title 
of the piece, lighthearted though poignant to the core, exemplifies something of the 
poet's current attitude toward death. Having long since abandoned his bitter, flippant 
remarks, he has acquired an endearing, tender approach to the matter. The piece as a 
whole, containing seven sections of which this is the last, involves his reflection on the 
experience of gradually losing one's faculties, or "marbles," a current theme in his life 
and the lives of his peers. His tone in the piece, at once serious and playful, creates an air 
of elation around the subject. Rather than reflecting his willingness to die, he reflects his 
sensitivity to the deep underlying beauty of the process of death, "these dreamy 
blinkings-out." 
After proceeding down various avenues of thought and form, the poet brings his 
contemplative voyage on this subject to a soothing cathartic close in the poem's seventh 
section. Naturally, he cools the matter by bringing the "marbles" into actuality in a 
touching scene between himself and "the friend whose kiss that morning woke me," who 
bestows upon him a "pregnantly clicking pouch" as a birthday gift. This lighthearted 
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exchange contains the same undertones as the poem's title, further portraying his 
sensitivity toward death. He proceeds to describe vibrantly the "targets and strikers, I 
Aggies and rainbows, the opaque chalk-red ones, I Clear ones with DNA-like wisps 
inside, I Others like polar tempests vitrified ... ". His joy comes purely in naming them; 
he has no need to invoke larger meanings from the marbles, for the meaning is already 
there. Langdon Hammer, drawing from his observations of the poetry coming to life in 
the daily jottings in Merrill's notebooks, remarks on the poet's "pushing his art close to 
life, moving out of the realm of symbols into daily experience, with a colloquial, 
seemingly casual idiom to match" (7). Hammer's observation reflects Legault's, 
regarding the "immediacy" of the poet's later work, yet Hammer imparts further insight 
into the nature of this "immediacy"-its characterizing "an instance of art wanting to be 
like life, as easy and natural, as time-bound and actual, as a notebook entry. But," he 
goes on to say, "it is equally true that Merrill treated his notebook entry like a poem. 
Even in the informal writing of his notebook, the poet casts his line into the day's 
' absolute transparence,' pressing life to produce style and meaning." Hammer describes 
one of the works to come out of this manner of working, whose "light verse shimmers 
with deep feeling, like sunlight on sea ... Time is held still," he says, "history forgotten" 
(7). Hammer concludes his discussion of this work with a key observation: " ... and the 
poem enters the realm of symbols after all" (8). This comment denotes one of the most 
profound reversals of the poet's work. Whereas he once zealously probed his 
surroundings for the release of some inner meaning, rendering objects into symbols so to 
reflect upon himself, he now takes his surroundings at face value, a value that has 
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ultimately proven higher than that of his own pauses and injections. He is still creating 
the world for himself, yet he is letting the world do much more of the work, so that he in 
tum might do more of the experiencing and attune himself to a sensitivity through which 
he finds the ability to transcend himself within the moment. It is in such a way that in 
this final scene of "Losing the Marbles," the poet manifests what appears to be the most 
exhilarating conclusion of all. With hardly an indication of effort, he renders the image 
of his own backyard into "a kind of heaven I To sit in, talking, largely mindless of I The 
risen, cloudy brilliances above." In this reversal, he transcends the moment in which he 
suffers the tension of impending death by replacing it with his own imagined vision of 
heaven. Having entered into an instance of heaven on earth, he releases himself from an 
awareness of those "risen, cloudy brilliances" and gains the ability to immerse himself in 
the present moment happening on earth. This absolute level of engagement becomes that 
which enables the mundane activity of sitting on the deck and talking to attain the quality 
of being a "kind of heaven." The poet' s vision immediately transforms the real, 
transporting him to a place within a frame of mind where he might, for the moment, stay. 
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On February 6, 1995, in Tucson, Arizona, the poet James Merrill died, away from 
his home. 
"The sharpest pang comes when I look out at the mild blank blue of early 
December sky. Never again will I see-will anyone see-
today' s particular morning sun, breadth 
and bias of its retreating path ordained by the hour, the season, the year, the millennium, 
as it treads the gleaming boards I can still for a moment call mine." 
-JM 
(A Different Person, 270) 
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" ... a detached, affectionate amusement, such as a highly 
civilized visitor from another planet might feel..." 
... like an alien who falls in love with the planet he is visiting, he acquired 
the desire to stay, to make the guise work ... 
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Kelly Jean Egan 
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From Symphony Hall 
In the castle turned museum, roped walkways 
Graze rooms for glances 
At a royal family's relics. A queen's old shoes 
Stolen, have become my souvenirs; I wore them once 
To Symphony Hall where, miles from the castle wall 
They beheld an evening in their likeness. Tarnished, confetti-
Flecked gold: an afternoon worn, webbed 
In the aged light 
Lowering on the gilded hall. We entered. 
Inside I saw through royal eyes. A gossamer radiance 
Filled the round corridors. Where we were, all was 
Slow and warm; I dreamt 
I wilted, my companions dozed, a muse turned 
Her head toward us; nothing moved except a wand 
Far below. The music rose. 
My feet sweated in the shoes; I shifted. 
For how long 
Was all compacted there 
Until the violinists laid down their bows? 
Low voices stirred in the corridors. Soon crowds flowed 
Through the doors speaking of reminiscences. 
When we left the light stole 
Into the night 
Outside the castle wall. 
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Traces of Light 
It is still early 
When my mother sits on the edge of my bed and lowers her wide eyes 
To my half-closed ones. 
She wants to talk:-
I turn to the comfort of blankets. 
She calls my name-
I whisper "Sleep," and I sleep 
And when I wake she remains by my side though my eyes remain shut. 
The sun has gone down on my mother's face 
So that the pools holding fast to her eyes 
Have no traces of light. 
She speaks her nerve-shaken rehearsed words. 
As I drift away from them, I remember 
A two-dimensional time of her terrycloth embrace, 
Her damp just-showered skin, 
Her smell and touch that were my safe-haven, 
And how her voice warmed me. 
When I open my eyes it is completely dark. 
"Mom?"-
lt is late when I open my eyes 
And my mother is not next to me. 
I turn to the comfort of blankets and though it's late 
I cannot sleep. 
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Letters from London 
The light here is fresh 
it seems, as though all the green has been kept 
where an ocean's receded and left 
the trees unshriveling and clean. 
It rained yesterday. I realize 
that my thoughts burgeon from truths 
I have yet to discover, how the clouds burst 
so white and fluffy as though being 
constantly wrung free of their water. 
The moon speaks in fragments of silver. I write 
to my mother that the clouds appear 
to move faster, amazing the sky 
into labyrinths of white and blue. 
I've been waiting a long time 
to discuss the sky with my mother, perhaps 
it was only possible in a letter 
from across the Atlantic. My father's voice 
stretches among air waves, as I 
tell him the wretchedness that's crept up 
inside me, how I'd found a place 
in a museum in the embrace of paintings of portals 
that warmed me where their colors seemed 
to meet, but how I hadn't 
been able to take it with me 
after closing, how I'd wandered 
in and out of states of feeling home. 
In Hyde Park, the colors 
are fresh as I think I once knew them, 
and it's the newness of knowing that's been kept 
inside an oceanic divide. 
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Speleology 
Given the tradition of wanting to fly 
we must keep our bones light, 
as the magician values the emptiness 
inside a closed fist, where imagination 
lends itself to natural wonders, 
as the cave that no one ever sees 
is complete in and of itself 
where the earth has folded over for keeps. 
Cave, no one will ever say you're 
beautiful. You are a selfish .act. You contain 
all the unfathomable aspects-
although, I too, 
am selfish and can imagine 
the poise of daggered calligraphies: raving stone edge 
inertia, sunless glitter, bottomless 
silence, the frank unconscious 
certainty of water 
stilled to the brink-
I too, have kept such a place. It is hollow 
and the only place I can find you. 
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Route 1 
As I drive I sense 
the smokestacks, see 
the caramelizing 
sky the sun has dyed 
fuschia, when the road winds 
the facades only faintly 
fill the vacant lots 
while neon plays 
streaming games with my 
tunneled eyes, as I drive 
I splice my trip with this 
mirage, these strips of light 
adorn the thruway, 
molding the dark 
into something where I can 
race, all the way 
I watch the smoke threads twirl 
like pixies from exhaust-
candied cigarettes and twist 
among the urban twang of tire 
rip and bass, over the pavement 
the taillights turning red 
complement the black 
stretch toward the burning sky. 
Alchemy, on my way. 
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Child's Pose 
beneath a shell 
of reaching arms 
and rounded back: 
folded legs and forehead 
touch the floor, paying homage 
as if 
this form, fetal positioned 
had rolled over, 
paused 
once to kiss the earth 
and give the arms a stretch 
or 
having risen 
met with vertigo 






In the camera click 
something lives 
that discriminates 
your face which looks 
more like mine 
the way I see it from behind 
this concave lens 
it seems as though you are 
real as only you can be. 
2. 
When the moon is out 
of its radiance you stand full 
while I cower in what I assume 
would have beenyour shadow 
had there been any light 
to outline the difference. 
3. 
lam 
a part of your rainbow 
among violet and indigo 
I began with less 
of your light 
and more of my own 
absence 
tumbling down the spectrum 
hoping 
as only a human would 
to hang on 
to some sense of self, of 
deprivation 
to remain for a moment 




In a drum's offbeat 
I become 
the silence that solidifies 
in your echo 
I am as strong 
as that resounding rush 
that races back 
to the point of departure 
where we skew. 
Dream Interpretation 
Dreaming I am the newest crew member 
on a snowy ship covered in winter, 
I ponder the green and gray sea, immediately 
searching for life. Morbid thoughts of sharks 
give way to a rising presence: huge, black, 
I knew it long before .. . 
I see the white eye, tail-
the killer whale. 
A houseboat on fire. We 
pass slowly, absently. We have only 
somber respect, collected pity: Nothing can be done. 
We have never mourned and don't know how, 
but the ancestor lifts its form with giant grace 
and nuzzles its anguished face to the wreck. 
Whale song. I can almost hear 
the ancient sadness wavering 
those far-flung squeals, submerged 
with the old burden. 
I wake 
pining for the whale' s mourning, preordained 
like the result of some primeval agreement. 
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Epilogue 
The first time I came into contact with the work of James Merrill was in reading 
his epic trilogy, The Changing Light at Sandover. I had no idea what to expect from the 
book and had never heard of its author. Having been required to read it for a film class in 
terms of its foray into the occult, I had no introduction regarding the poetry I was about to 
witness. Countless nights I spent curled in the dim stairway of my brownstone reading 
the work aloud to myself, soon realizing the intensity of the experience. I had hardly ever 
been so pleased in letting words shape my lips and the cadence of my voice; I had hardly 
ever been so doubly breathless arriving at the end of a verse, spent on speaking the words 
and stunned by the transcendent meanings they'd imparted to me. I could hardly believe 
the magic occurring in the metaphorical synapses, where my mind was being lifted to 
stellar heights. Naturally, this type of alchemy is the very idea behind metaphor, yet 
never before had I witnessed such a magnitude of linguistic potential brought to life as it 
was on the pages of this book. I realized the talent of this poet even more when I tried to 
describe to my brother what the epic was about. I saw that my attempt was largely in 
vain and ultimately admitted to him that what I'd experienced in the work could hardly 
exist outside of the language itself, so well were these truths captured within the 
linguistic folds, as though they had been created there. 
The unique quality of my professor excluded the possibility of his ever outright 
referring to the piece as a work of fiction, despite the fact that a substantial portion of it 
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was spelled out in capital letters indicating words corning through a Ouija board. I 
realized that this ambiguity was essential to the work. Like my belief in Santa Claus as a 
child was maintained largely by my reasoning that my parents could never afford so 
many presents as I beheld each Christmas, so I thought that no man could ever achieve 
such transcendent use of language as that which the capital letters before my eyes were 
doing. Merrill had somehow made it so that the question of whether this outrageous 
work were fiction or non-fiction became irrelevant. The piece was an entire entity all on 
its own, cover to cover, back and forth, a whole world within itself, creating only the 
most fanciful and valued illusion of existing outside of itself. 
I had inklings that the effect Merrill produced in his poetry had to do with his 
ability to bring even the slightest details to life, to paint their presence with such an 
attentive and delicate air as to make them appear integral, even sacred, to the situation-
and that furthermore, once he made such things appear in a certain light, they seemed to 
have literally been of that aspect all along. Through Merrill's abilities to blur the 
boundaries between his own invocations and the evocations of his surroundings, I got the 
impression of an acute sensitivity, through which I imagined his own life must have been 
just as psychically animated as the landscapes of his poetry. In taking on this project, I 
was eager to explore Merrill's .work outside of the epic. I was particularly interested in 
discovering what his earliest work was like, where this poet who would eventually 
achieve such heights had begun. I was also interested in knowing his latest work, curious 
to experience how a poet who was so enlightened toward death would broach the matter 
near the end of his own life. 
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I discovered a great challenge awaiting me in studying his lyrical work. Because 
of his immersion in his own world of symbolism, I often felt that my task was a form of 
intensive decipherment. Given the effort it took me to get to the bottom of precisely what 
he was doing in each piece, the idea of attempting to imitate his mannerisms in my own 
poetry was an endeavor I approached with difficulty. I felt I was discovering a great 
difference between Merrill's work and the way I approached my own. This contrast 
offered the first real vantage point I'd had on my work. I felt I was not interested in 
encoding the world into symbols but rather in evoking poignant impressions. I soon 
realized however, that my intention was in fact contingent on a use of symbolism. This 
realization came across largely through the dynamic I discovered occurring between 
Merrill's early and later work. The journey I saw him enact through his use of symbols 
elucidated to me the true nature of their role in art. Symbolism, I realized, was not a 
manner of placing an artificial coating over reality, but rather a way of discerning the 
deeper meanings that lie beneath. This realization could not have been more invigorating 
to my own artistic insecurities at the time of beginning this project, a time when I felt 
awkwardly plac.ed between the "real" world and my own personal reality. I felt guilty for 
scarcely reading a newspaper, and hardly connecting with it when I did. Soon I 
discovered that Merrill had in fact shared this predicament while he was in college. Yet 
my guilt was not alleviated until his work helped me understand the potential of my 
seeming ignorance and of the importance of developing my own personal reality to 
connect deeply with the world around me. Studying Merrill I discovered the solution I 
was craving, regarding the fact that art need not be selfish and is far from being so. True 
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art is in fact the complete opposite, being essential to a deeply integrated and meaningful 
expenence. 
Letting the profound realizations I have discovered through Merrill's work 
surface through my own is something that I can hardly achieve on a conscious level. 
Instead I rely on the fact that I have taken a great deal of insight to heart that will surface 
the more I pursue my own craft. My first attempt at a Merrill imitation was in a creative 
writing class I took before I had conceived of this project. My instructor challenged the 
class with the task of embellishing on our ordinary surroundings in a Merrillian manner. 
Though less informed at the time as to precisely what that meant, I nonetheless found 
myself staring at the murky submerged dishes in my kitchen sink late one evening and 
feeling somehow moved by this mundane vision. As a result of my studies for this paper, 
I became involved in a far more complex understanding of Merrill's work. The deeper I 
got, the easier it became to get lost. One November evening, I sat down in the middle of 
the floor in my bedroom with a notebook and pen in hand and Merrillian notions 
whispering in my head. I wasn't sure what they were saying and did not try so much to 
bear them; instead I looked around the room and spied a pair of antique shoes I had 
displayed on a shelf. I looked at them, described their appearance in my notebook, 
"Tarnished, confetti- I Flecked gold," and then they took me to where my memories of 
them belonged, a place that in my mind had become an evocation of their very 
appearance, "an afternoon worn, webbed I In the aged light. .. " I had displayed the shoes 
on the shelf for the fact of their being mementos, yet I have always had mixed feelings 
about doing such a thing. Paired with the constant reminder they offer of some pleasant 
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memory is the reality of their glaring inanimacy, their standing for a moment lost in time. 
By opening myself to a sensitive observation of the shoes in their every detail, I was able 
to cast them into a complex scheme of metaphor, releasing the life that I could sense 
locked inside of their presence. 
If I had to compare my own poetic stance, in the spring of its development, to 
what I have learned about Merrill's lifelong career, I would compare his bold interruption 
of his form in "The Thousand and Second Night" to my need to unpack my rather brief 
snippets of form into an insightful use of detail that would enliven them by intertwining 
them with reality. I have acquired a certain suspicion toward my short lines, and I aim 
for length, having acknowledged that the brevity of my form relates with the surreal or 
idealistic tendencies of my imagination that, while they hold truth, often stray too far 
from reality to incite the feeling of what they are thoughtfully lighting on. I recognize in 
my form my tendency to conceive certain ideas and insights, but to maintain them only in 
too airy a state, not taking the crucial step further to discover where I can actually find 
them in my own surroundings. Although I have the ability to conceive of such insight, I 
don't fully feel it or live with it while the power of my work tends to reside as a wispy 
dreamworld in my own imagination. 
I wonder if I really do feel a kinship with Merrill. I have described my being 
struck with an affinity for his work, for the power of evocation beheld in his language as 
well as for the charismatic and visionary presence that I have found in the mind behind 
this language. At times, I have felt deeply in tune with Merrill's vision, and this makes 
me all the more curious about a point that I have been constantly aware of throughout this 
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project-a difference, in which the notion of metrical form was so deeply embedded in 
him, whereas I feel a strong tendency toward free verse. I can't help but muse over the 
implications. Considering the manner in which Merrill was so head over heels for formal 
verse especially at the beginning of his career, I wonder if there is some such adhesive 
between myself and my own writing of poetry that might develop into a lifelong process 
of discovery. Looking at Merrill's journey, I wonder at my own visionary tendencies, my 
own manner of expression, and my own need to create. I realize the connection that I 
must have with him lies somewhere in the power of imagination, perhaps in the manner 
of the alchemy that occurs in my piece "Route 1," where a gritty highway near my home 
becomes a sensual joyride. This makes me think of my visit to Merrill's house in 
Stonington, Connecticut, when I stood among his rooms and his things and felt the truth 
of his reality more than ever, knowing he had existed among all the mundane aspects of 
this world just as much as I do now; and how, sitting in the parlor room while rainbows 
from hanging crystals spun around the red sunlit walls, I felt the quiet potential of 
otherness contained in this reality, and I felt the most familiar with this room. 
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Photos from James Merrill's house in Stonington, Connecticut 
February 2007 
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